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Abstract

System-on-Chip occupies a major share of electronic market with products ranging
from consumer electronics like cellphone, iPod, gaming machines, PDA, netbooks,
smartbooks, and safety critical applications like medical and military electronics.
Technology scaling is an important driver in obtaining a highly integrable and
compact version of these commodity products. However, the scaling beyond 45nm
has brought with it plethora of issues like process variation, progressive aging,
di-electric breakdown mechanisms, radiation sensitivity, crosstalk, among many
others. From the functionality perspective SoC can be sub-divided into logic,
memory, analog/RF and system bus. Each of the sub-component have distinct
functions and different reliability metrics that guide their qualification. In this
thesis we model the reliability mechanisms covering NBTI, HCE, SER, crosstalk;
analyze and predict their impact on the SoC sub-components. Using the gained
insight, we propose solutions at circuit level to overcome them. Specifically in
Chapter 2 we outline a silicon verified statistical aging prediction tool that helps
in tracking two important phenomenons namely, aging and process variation. In
Chapter 3, we analyze pipeline logic statistical aging and propose solutions to buy
back the lost yield during its operational lifetime. Subsequently we also analyze
hardening techniques for asynchronous control circuitry comprising of C-elements
against radiation induced soft errors. In chapter 4 we propose a novel heterogeneous 3D architecture for on-chip caches to collectively reduce statistical aging
induced lifetime yield effects and also the manufacturing cost. A silicon verified
compact analytical model for alpha and neutron SER prediction is proposed that
is used to predict the eDRAM versus SRAM SER trend for the next generation
technology. In Chapter 5 we analyze aging in on-chip bus and propose a novel
hardware based runtime adaptive technique to allow system bus functionality to
gracefully degrade with aging. Additionally we analyze crosstalk induced power
consumption in on-chip buses and propose an add-on algorithm to the existent
iii

code compression scheme to reduce the same without any power, performance, or
area overhead.
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Chapter

1

Introduction
System-on-Chip (SoC) covers most of the electronic products available in the market ranging from cell phones, PDA, XBox, camera, IPod, smartbooks, netbooks,
media products apart from the back-end hardwares supporting the Internet like
routers and hub. Product value and its market share is mainly decided by its high
density integration of various applications on a single-chip aided by the technology
scaling. Such relentless scaling has resulted in many of the reliability mechanisms
becoming important technological and design considerations in the nanometer era.
The primary concerns that decides the chip Failure-In-Time (FIT) rate are oxide
reliability like Negative Bias Temperature Instability (NBTI), Hot-Carrier Effects
(HCE) and radiation induced soft errors [1, 2]. There are countless literature
discussing these reliability phenomenon at technology, circuit, micro-architecture
and system level [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. The reliability concerns that over-shoot possible technological solutions have percolated to circuit and system level where such
reliability-awareness becomes critical [9]. With technology scaling it becomes imperative to perform circuit and micro- architecture reliability study closely coupled
with the device physics. In other words it becomes very critical for percolating the
correct and silicon verified reliability models up the design hierarchy to get meaningful analysis and optimizations that will benefit the SoC product developers.
However complex interaction of circuit operation condition and device reliability
physics has necessitated the interaction of device reliability physicist and circuit
analyst towards this goal. In this direction, we present such silicon verified device
reliability model percolation up the design hierarchy for all the SoC components
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(Chapter 2-5)

(Chapter 4)

(Chapter 3)

Reliability
Analysis Tool
Process Variation

On-chip Memory
On-chip Memory

Processor cores
Processor cores

(Chapter 5)

Bus

Aging
Crosstalk
Soft Error

Analog/RF IP cores
Analog/RF IP cores (Chapter 2)

SoC

Figure 1.1. Reliability analysis of system-on-chip components

as shown in Figure 1.1.

Statistical Aging prediction tool for Analog, RF, Digital,
and SRAM circuits
Current literatures proposing device NBTI and HCE aging models are restricted [10,
11, 12] in terms of accurately describing circuit aging. In other words, the reliability models that describe device aging in DC conditions are not entirely sufficient to
model the AC behavior for tracking circuit level aging. Emergent reliability mechanisms or interaction of existent mechanisms during the circuit operation conditions
often lead to a lot of complications in percolating the device level physical model
up the design hierarchy. This is evident from the more measurement based circuit reliability assessment followed by industry [13] than a physical model based
approach used in Berkeley Reliability Tools (BERT) [14]. Though a measurement
based approach avoids the development time associated with complex reliability
models based on physics, it’s not predictive. Hence the measurement based aging
prediction framework can only operate within the limits of the collected aging data.
On the other hand, physics based model is predictive and can handle any given
circuit operation condition to gauge its aging. In this regard we have identified the
importance and characterized four physical phenomenon namely, recoverable interface traps, permanent interface traps [12], hole traps [15] all in a NBTI stressed
PMOS device and HCE (following an energy driven paradigm [16]) in scaled NMOS
device. Using the individual models for each of the mechanisms, we built an ON-

3
the-fly random bias pattern induced Circuit Aging Prediction Tool (ONCAPT).
Additionally ONCAPT also includes the NBTI statistics (NBTI induced random
variation evident in scaled technology in the nanometer regime [17, 18]) with the
capability to handle variation from process as well to track statistical lifetime variations. ONCAPT is verified against silicon aging data at device, circuit, and macro
(SRAM) level.
A robust circuit aging prediction tool helps to track design aging once the device aging is characterized. Such a tool can help in identifying aging hotspots,
avoiding costly re-spins due to burn-in failures or even worse on-field failures thus
reducing the time-to-market. In this regard our tool can handle both the digital
and analog/RF type of circuits due to its on-the-fly random bias pattern support covering a whole range of SoC circuits. In scaled technology, aging is not
a systematic mechanism, instead its a source of random variation [17, 18]. Understanding the interaction of NBTI, process variation, and intrinsic variation in
NBTI is very important as technology scales. NBTI-aware analysis has to include statistics to provide a statistical solutions to attack lifetime yield issues. In
this direction, we developed a NBTI-aware compact statistical models at circuit
and micro-architecture level [19, 20]. Using the developed lifetime yield model
for pipeline that connects the architectural yield to device parameters, we assess
the system behavior to various device operating and manufacturing conditions.
Additionally the gained insight is directed towards analyzing a statistical yield
improvement solution for pipeline systems [20].

Radition Induced Soft Errors in Logic, SRAM, and eDRAM
Radiation induced soft errors in memory is a significant contributor to system FIT
rate in the current sub-100nm technology [21]. With technology scaling beyond
45nm Single Event Transient (SET) induced soft errors in logic will emerge as
a major issue comparable to the memory Soft-Error Rate (SER). Additionally,
handling logic SER is difficult in the core due to two reasons. Data paths are distributed and hence enabling error correction scheme is not area efficient. Moreover,
data path delays are highly sensitive to any addition of error checking logic. Hence
one needs to either capture and screen the SET at pipeline latches [22] or device
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architectural techniques to do error checking before committing the architectural
states [23]. We have analyzed soft error vulnerability of a core logic circuit predominantly used in asynchronous control circuity and assessed techniques to harden
them under performance, power, and area constraints [24].
On-chip SoC memory is shooting towards 80MB and more in the future to
support wide applications on a single chip. Though integrating such high density SRAM memory in to a small chip is possible with technology scaling, susceptibility of such dense memory structure to radiation induced stray charges is
increasing exponentially [25]. FIT rate due to radiation induced SER is a limiting factor for many SoC manufacturers in qualifying their products. Embedded
DRAM (eDRAM) [26] has emerged as a new player in on-chip memory market
that has many advantages compared with SRAM apart from exhibiting an order of magnitude lesser SER as it stores higher capacitance. eDRAM is highly
dense 1-Transistor (1T) memory compared with 6T SRAM occupying lesser silicon space for the same amount of memory and hence experiencing lesser radiation
flux. Though SRAM will still be used for high speed application in the first level
of memory hierarchy, the higher memory hierarchy levels with larger and slower
memory requirement can benefit from eDRAM. We develop a compact physics
based model to track the alpha and neutron SER scaling trend for eDRAM and
SRAM and verify it with the silicon data for three technologies. Using the model
we predict and compare the relative SRAM and eDRAM SER trend for the future
node [27].

3D On-Chip Nano-scale SRAM Architecture for Lifetime
Yield & Cost Awareness
On-chip memory occupies 50% of SoC chip real-estate. Such a large chunk of unified operating structure fails even if there is a failure in one of its sub-components
in the absence of protection circuits. Greater than 24MB of on-chip SRAM memory is used in the current processors [28] and the number is expected to increase
exponentially with technology generations. With millions of SRAM cells combined
in one monolithic on-chip unit, reliability have to be assured considering even the
6σ corners of manufacturing variation window. In the face of poor scaling trend for
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performance, power, yield, and manufacturing cost, we analyze a 3D on-chip cache
architecture with heterogeneous technology selection to smoothen out the sub32nm technology scaling effect [29]. By using the heterogeneous 3D architecture
we stack multiple layers of SRAMs from new and old process nodes thus catering
to a wide range of SoC application requirements. A manufacturing cost-driven
analysis flow coupled with performance, power, area, thermal and yield models is
developed to assess the benefits of the proposed architecture.

On-Chip Bus Reliability Analysis and Optimization
We analyze aging in on-chip communication architecture which is one of the most
important backbone of the current generation multi-processor SoC. We have taken
AMBA architecture [30] to analyze NBTI and HCE aging in it and have assessed
the situation where the combined aging analysis is important. We proposed a
proactive bus architecture, by intelligent re-use of the existing AMBA bus protocols along with an existing hardware based aging detection unit to allow graceful
degradation of bus system in the face of aging.
Signal integrity in on-chip communication bus is increasingly affected by increased inter-wire coupling capacitance as technology scales [31, 32]. A side effect
of such increased coupling capacitance between long global on-chip interconnects
is substantial power loss. With on-chip bus being a major system power consumer [33], many researchers have concentrated on bus encoding schemes to reduce bit transitions in the bus [31, 34, 35, 36, 37]. We augment an existing code
compression scheme that is used for reducing the instruction code space, with a
crosstalk aware code to reduce bus power [38]. We demonstrate that, by clever
encoding, instruction bus power from crosstalk can be reduced as a by-product of
code compression, incurring no extra delay, power, or area overhead compared to
the original code compression mechanism.

Organization of the Dissertation
In total, the dissertation tackles the reliability issues in components that comprises
SoC namely, the Analog/RF circuits, the pipeline system, on-chip memory, and
bus concentrating mainly on process variation, NBTI, HCE, SER, and crosstalk.
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A comprehensive silicon-verified statitical on-the-fly circuit aging prediction tool
development is outlined in Chapter 2. Using the tool conclusions were drawn on
the difference in NBTI aging in digital and analog/RF circuits. The tool is used
in Chapter 3 to develop a NBTI-aware pipeline lifetime yield model and solutions
to buy back its yield is proposed. We also present a comprehensive analysis of
radiation sensitivity of C-element, a circuit that is used widely in asynchronous
control circuitry and assess various radiation hardening techniques under performance, power, and area constraints. Chapter 4 introduces the on-chip memory
NBTI, process variation, (in SRAM) and SER (in SRAM and eDRAM) reliability
issues, their scaling trend and solutions. A combined NBTI and HCE aging analysis is presented for AMBA bus system and an architectural solution is proposed to
gracefully degrade bus without losing system functionality in presence of such aging
mechanisms in Chapter 5. Additionally, a crosstalk aware bus encoding scheme is
proposed on top a code compression scheme for reducing crosstalk-induced on-chip
bus power without incurring any extra delay, power, or area overhead.

Chapter

2

ON-the-fly Circuit Aging Prediction
Tool (ONCAPT)
2.1

Introduction

Hot Carrier Effects (HCE) has been one of the major reliability issue in NMOS
since 1980 when the supply voltage was as high as 5V while the device dimensions
started to shrink. However with constant scaling of supply voltage HCE has been
reduced with technology scaling. However HCE has re-surfaced again in the latest
technology due to agressive device dimension coupled with the saturated supply
voltage scaling. HCE are characterized by the formation of interface damage at the
Si/SiO2 interface by the channel hot carriers generated by impact ionization [39].
As a result the threshold voltage of NMOS increases with stress time leading to oncurrent degradation and hence performance. In contrast to many other reliability
mechanisms, HCE has negative or minimal temperature dependence and hence can
dominate as a major reliability issue in devices operating under normal conditions.
Negative Bias Temperature Instability (NBTI) on the other hand is a reliability
mechanism that degrades PMOS transistor on-current over a time period when its
gate is negatively stressed at high voltage and high temperature[40]. The physical explanation underlying PMOS performance degradation due to NBTI can be
briefly outlined as follows. The interface between the Si substrate and the PMOS
gate insulator SiO2 material has many dangling Si bonds (that are unattached to
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Figure 2.1. Illustration showing dangling Si bonds passivated with hydrogen

oxygen atom) that can potentially act as interface traps leading to threshold voltage shift. Hydrogen passivation is usually done to anneal such dangling Si atoms
to form Si-h bond as shown in Figure 2.1. However in scaled technology, presence
of high temperature and electric field across the oxide can dislodge the Si-h bond
due to its lower dissociation energy. Thus the created interface traps or donor like
Si dangling atom captures holes and shifts the threshold voltage. Removal of the
high negative stress on the gate re-anneals the dangling Si bond and results in
threshold voltage recovery.
In addition, defects or dangling Si bonds inside the SiO2 insulator bulk can
act as bulk or hole traps that can capture holes and result in PMOS threshold
voltage shift. Hence the combination of interface and hole traps forms the NBTI
induced degradation mechanism. The significance of hole traps varies with voltage
and frequency of the circuit operation. At operating conditions hole traps are nonexistent and negligible compared to interface traps. Hole traps are comparable to
interface trap at medium-to-high stress voltage conditions at shorter stress time
periods. However hole traps saturates quickly within few milli seconds and remain
constant, hence long stress periods show comparably lesser hole traps, as interface
traps increase with stress time. At much higher stress voltage, new hole traps are
created and may pose serious concerns to the device performance.
Finally, the time constants associated with hole trapping is slow and hence circuits operating beyond the range of 1KHz will not see hole traps irrespective of its
operating voltage. The understanding of hole traps is important only in situation
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where PMOS is stressed in DC conditions under high voltage and temperature to
characterize the interface traps. In which case the hole traps needs to be subtracted
to avoid contamination of the results. Hence our circuit aging tool includes hole
trapping/de-trapping models for NBTI to match silicon results that were collected
at high stress voltage and at low frequency. The developed physically based NBTI
simulator is also verified with device and circuit level data.
As technology scales the NBTI induced shift in threshold voltage with stress
time is no more static and it shows random Vt shift similar to RDF [17, 18].
The number of Si-h bonds at the Si/SiO2 interface is lesser in scaled devices.
As a result the statistics associated with the interface state generations becomes
significant as technology scales. In other words, adjacent PMOS transistor of
comparable dimensions, stressed under same NBTI conditions, may show different
threshold voltage shifts. Thus in addition to the random dopant fluctuation (RDF),
NBTI also induces threshold voltage mismatch leading to SRAM instability [17]
and lifetime prediction inaccuracies in logic. We model the statistical variation
induced by both process and NBTI into our simulator and verified with silicon
data.

2.2

Background and Related Work

Degradation of performance of PMOS transistor stressed under high electric field
and temperature was observed way back in 1977 by Jeppson et al. [40]. Until
recently with operating gate oxide field and temperature well below the NBTI
danger zone, there has been little concern with NBTI related aging mechanisms.
However with the advent of sub-100nm technology, poor voltage and gate oxide
thickness scaling, and high power density leading to high on-chip temperatures
NBTI has surfaced as a prime concern for both technology developers as well as
circuit designers. In contrast to NBTI, HCE induced degradation has been a major
reliability issue since 1980 due to usage of high supply voltage transistors [39].
However HCE scaled as supply voltage went down with technology scaling to resurface again in the ultra scaled technology due to high drain current dependent
nature of transistor HCE lifetimes [16].
It has become increasingly difficult to qualify a technology with a reasonable
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NBTI lifetime. Lack of accurate circuit AC NBTI simulators has pushed the circuit
designers go for a safer and a high quality device with high NBTI lifetime. However developing technology with high NBTI lifetime comes with trade-off in terms
of money and time. A clear solution is to develop an accurate, physically based,
predictive NBTI simulator that can handle any of the circuit design styles (including both digital and analog/RF) covering a wide range of voltage and temperature
conditions. With such a simulator, circuit designer can have confidence in their
circuits meeting the NBTI lifetime without depending on the device quality. For
example the circuit designers can identify NBTI hotspots and do workarounds to
qualify the circuit lifetime. Such circuit-centred reliability solutions will alleviate
the pressure on the technology developers in providing a device with high NBTI
lifetime. This can eventually save on technology development time and money
or alternatively the available excess reliability margin can be used to design device with better performance and power. This is a win-win situation for both the
technology developers and circuit designers, as the acquired time and money will
benefit both.
In this regard, there has been two different approaches in predicting circuit
NBTI lifetime. One is a measurement based [41, 13], and the other is physical model based approach [14]. Measurement based approach collects all possible
device degradation data at all possible operation conditions and does interpolation/extrapolation techniques to predict circuit lifetime. This approach being more
silicon data based, gives the circuit designer a higher level of confidence in predicting their circuit lifetime. However, there are three disadvantages to this approach.
The approach is not predictive and hence is unreliable for predicting any circuit
operation condition beyond that is supported by the collected data. For instance
the general practise is to collect device reliability data at high temperature and
voltage for accelerating the collection process. The collected data is fitted with a
model that predicts the temperature and voltage dependency at extreme conditions and is assumed to work at normal operation conditions as well. A classical
case is where the measurement based technique may fail to capture the low gate
voltage HCE as it differs vastly from its high voltage behavior [16].
Additionally, prediction across technology is not possible and hence technology
developers design technology totally decoupled from NBTI knowledge, that can
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prove to be fatal. Finally, building the huge database of measurements needed to
support wide circuit design styles take months of time and this has to be repeated
for every new technology. Additionally circuit operates in AC condition under
which the NBTI can have new mechanisms totally not supported by DC device
measurement data.
On the other hand, a physically based NBTI aging prediction tool that is silicon
verified overcomes all the afore-mentioned difficulties. This approach provides a
complete predictive aging tool that can predict circuit under any operating conditions and hence can be incorporated into circuit design CAD tools for NBTI-aware
design. Additionally using such a NBTI predictive framework aids NBTI-aware
technology development within a short period. There are many predictive models
proposed and verified on digital operating conditions [5]. But none of them covering the analog/RF AC operating conditions and signal shape considerations. Sasse
et al. [42] claims lack of AC NBTI models describing recovery phenomenon clearly
to describe the RF AC NBTI behaviors in his latest work. Additionally, the simulation tools proposed did not explicitly match the AC PMOS data beyond first
cycle with their models [4, 43] because of the lack of complete understanding of
recovery within the RD theory as clearly elicited by Huard et al. [44]. Grasser et
al. [3] have proposed the latest recovery models that explains the recovery mechanism closely matching with data. We use these recovery models and verify against
our technology. Using which we bridge the gap between aging prediction for strict
digital like square stress signals and random stress signals seen by analog/RF circuits for the first time. Parthasarathy et al. [45, 46, 9] have studied such random
on-the-fly bias pattern data and have explained the importance of modeling such
patterns in analog/RF circuits.
An interesting and a more efficient way to overcome NBTI is to provide runtime
solution to achieve graceful degradation rather than providing pessimistic solutions
at design time. In this regard there are recent development in NBTI Aging Sensor
(NAS) research that can predict timing degradation using different timing sensitive
cells [47, 48, 49, 50] The major hurdle in designing any of these NAS is their
robustness against process variation. In addition to process, intrinsic variation
in NBTI that has not been dealt in NAS has to be incorporated. Variability in
NBTI lifetime has been shown to be an important consideration in prediction of
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circuit aging [18, 17, 51]. We incorporate our NBTI simulator with intrinsic NBTI
variability to study the statistics associated with NBTI in addition to the mean
shift. The knowledge gained from using this simulator will also help assess and
design a robust NAS that will be taken up as a future task.

2.3

Circuit Aging Models and Verification

In this section we detail our simulator development in handling any random onthe-fly NMOS and PMOS stress signals, in addition to the intrinsic NBTI statistics
and the subsequent verification with silicon data.

2.3.1

AC HCE Modeling

HCE is one of the reliability concerns that is widely studied in literature [39, 52,
16, 45]. HCE in transistor results in parametric shifts (like Idsat/Vt /mobility/subthreshold slope) leading to its degraded performance with stress time. Traditionally HCE is believed to be created as a result of high energy gained by inversion
carriers (hot-electrons in the case of NMOS) under high drain field to surmount
di-electric barrier creating defects. In addition to creating defects hot-electrons undergoes impact ionization resulting in hot-holes that is observed in the substrate
current serving as a HCE indicator. As a result, substrate current can be used in
compact modeling of NMOS HCE lifetime under a wide operating conditions [39].
Figure 2.2 shows NMOS transistor terminal currents under a constant drain field
and varying gate field along with the induced HCE stress. We can observe an
initial peak in the stress due to the high drain field induced hot-carrier injection
that eventually slows down due to decreased drain-to-gate field (as Vg increases)
preventing the carriers to cross the di-electric barrier. Equation 2.1 shows instantaneous stress experienced by the transistor under a given drain and gate field. Over
a time the stress accumulates leading to parameteric shift as shown in Equation
2.2 that models the time dependent shift in threshold voltage ∆Vt .
Id (t)
∗
∆HCE inst stress =
W ∗H



Isub (t)
Id (t)

3

∗ dt

(2.1)
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Figure 2.2. HCE induced stress following Isub peak in in a relatively older technology
NMOS

∆Vt = A ∗

age
X

∆HCE inst stress0.5

(2.2)

t=0

,where dt is the delta stress time, Id is drain current, Isub is substrate current,
W is the NMOS transistor width, A is a prefactor, H is a technology dependent
parameter, and age is the stress period.
The above mentioned equations based on Isub provides a compact way to model
HCE. However with technology scaling, thin oxide transistors has Isub that is invariably contaminated with gate leakage current making it impossible to develop
the compact model. Additionally in ultra scaled technology, the underlying mechanisms creating HCE fails to fall under the Lucky Electron Model (LEM) [39] based
framework. In other words, LEM necessitates the carriers to have enough energy to
cross the di-electric barrier which is not possible in latest technology with reduced
supply voltage. However HCE is increasingly observed in the untra-scaled devices
requiring a different theory to explain its behavior. Ultra-scaled devices operates
mostly in a high drain current mode (high Vg , and low (Vg -Vd )) where the carrier
energy is low enough to break a bond by a single direct excitation.
However in this low energy mode, electron density close to the surface increases
making the interaction between electrons and bonds more probable [16]. Thus in
this mode, bond is broken by multiple low energy carriers hitting (well explained
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Figure 2.3. NMOS HCE lifetime dependence on drain current

by the Multiple Vibrational Excitation (MVE) theory [52]) it as against a single
high-energy carrier creating a broken bond. Thus the HCE lifetime is inversely
dependent on the drain current and the exact functional form of the dependency
is shown in Figure 2.3. As explained earlier several electrons of medium energy are
needed to break a bond. However if the energy of the carriers are themselves higher
(high Vd ) then the probability of breaking a bond with the same drain current (Id)
increases. In other words devices with the same Id can have different HCE induced
stress based on their drain field (Vd ) as evident from Figure 2.3. As a result HCE
dependency on Vd has to be extracted (as shown in Figure 2.4 in addition to its
dependency on Id. Based on the data, α, γ, and Bconst parameters are extracted to
define the complete HCE lifetime model for an NMOS in a particular technology
as given in Equation 2.3. Thus a complete AC HCE model has been laid out to
enable circuit reliability analysis for both old and ultra scaled technologies under
a wide range of HCE stress conditions.
HCE lif etime = Bconst ∗

2.3.2

Vd−γ

∗



Id
W

−α

(2.3)

AC NBTI Modeling

The NBTI induced PMOS Vt degradation is considered to be a combination of slow
interface traps and fast hole-traps in advanced technology (equation 2.4). The slow
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Figure 2.4. NMOS HCE lifetime dependence on drain field

NBTI induced PMOS Vt degradation (∆Vt it ) is modeled as shown in equation 2.5
in accordance with the reaction diffusion theory [4]. Under typical digital circuit
operating conditions (frequency higher than 1KHz and medium stress voltage),
hole-trapping/de-trapping (∆Vt h ) mechanism saturates within few milliseconds
[10]. Hence at long stress periods slow interface traps dominates aging and hence
we will follow equation 2.5 in our work to track NBTI aging in typical digital
operating conditions. However, significant hole-traps are seen when the device is
stressed under low frequency (< 1KHz) and high stress electric fields. Hence for
experimental verification (carried out at high electric fields and low frequency)
we extract the technology dependent hole trapping model to match the data. Figure 2.5(a) shows the stress and recovery phase for a high voltage stress under lower
frequency (=0.01Hz).
∆Vt = ∆Vt it + ∆Vt h

(2.4)

∆Vt it = ∆Vt0 ∗ eA∗EOx ∗ e−Ea /KB T ∗ tn

(2.5)

Where fitting parameters (∆Vt0 , and A), activation energy (Ea ), Boltzmann constant (Kb ), stress electric field across the gate oxide (EOx ), operational temperature
(T ), stress time (t), and time exponent (n = 1/6 in accordance with reactiondiffusion theory) are used in modeling the NBTI behavior due to slow interface
trapped charges [10]. One has to incorporate also the recovery model to understand the AC (or dynamic activity) behavior of the NBTI induced Vt stress in
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Figure 2.5. (a) AC NBTI stress and recovery simulation. (b) Permanent interface trap
simulation

PMOS transistors. Universal recovery model is used in our analysis as proposed
by Kaczer et al. [12] that follows from equation 2.6.
r(ξ) = 1/(1 + Bξ β )

(2.6)

ξ = 1/DF − 1

(2.7)

∆Vt AC = ∆Vt R ∗ r(ξ) + ∆Vt P

(2.8)

Where DF is the duty factor, B is the scaling parameter and ξ is the dispersion
parameter [12]. The total NBTI induced ∆Vt AC shift is considered to be a summation of threshold voltage shift due to permanent (∆Vt P , permanent interface traps)
and recoverable (∆V t R, recoverable interface traps) component (equation 2.8),
while the r(ξ) describes the duty factor and technology dependence of the recovery as shown in equation 2.7. Figure 2.5(a) shows the recovery phase implemented
with the universal recovery model.
The permanent interface traps are deep traps that are non-recoverable [3].
Hence the permanent component is only stress time (ts ) dependent. We follow the
physically based Saturated Power-Law (SPL) [11] model (Equation 2.9) for assessing the permanent interface traps. Figure 2.5(b) shows the permanent component
simulation with SPL model.
∆Vt P (ts ) = Pmax /(1 + (ts /τ )−α )

(2.9)

Where ts is the total stress period, Pmax is the technology dependent constant
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Figure 2.6. AC NBTI stress/recovery model based ACDC factor estimation for a PMOS
stressed with a square signal with different duty factor (DF)

that indicates the maximum permanent stress that can accumulate in a PMOS
device, τ is the time constant that depends on the stress voltage and temperature,
and α is dependent only on the temperature. The ONCAPT NBTI simulation
tool developed is verified at both device and circuit level. At the device level we
matched the tool simulation with the PMOS AC NBTI stress data (AC square
signal of 0.01Hz frequency applied for 1000 seconds) as shown in Figure 2.14 at
two stress voltages. We do not apply bias to the drain terminal hence eliminating
the presence of PMOS HCE from contaminating the collected NBTI data at the
device level. Additionally we carry out the device NBTI stress at voltage well
below the PMOS di-electric breakdown region. In total, we have eliminated all
the other reliability mechanisms from contaminating the PMOS NBTI stress data
and it is evident from the physically based simulation predicting it accurately. For
digital circuit aging simulation NBTI AC/DC factor (Figure 2.6) derived from the
above stress/recovery models is fed into the spice simulator for digital circuit aging
extraction (Figure 2.7). Section 2.3.3 shows silicon verification of the ONCAPT.
To predict complex digital circuit lifetime we synthesize circuits to the digital
libraries and critical paths covering top 10% of the max delay were extracted. We
statically calculate the Vt degradation at each transistor using 0.5 static signal
probabilities (0.5 signal probability is assumed in the absence of on-field primary
input stimulus information) at the circuit primary inputs (note only primary inputs
see 50% static probability while the internal node probabilities depends on its
connectivity). The NBTI induced Vt degradation is incorporated by adjusting the
DELVTO parameter in HSPICE (using public domain BSIM4 model-card [53]) to
obtain aged critical path delay (Figure 2.7).
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Figure 2.7. Overall logic/SRAM/Analog/RF circuit NBTI/HCE simulation setup

2.3.2.1

Digital Versus Analog Circuit NBTI

Digital Circuit NBTI: Square Versus Sine
Digital circuit operating within the range of 500MHz will have square stress signals
that operates in a full swing mode (going from Vdd to Vss). NBTI DC stress
model shown in equation 2.4 and 2.5 along with recovery model based ACDC
factor calculation (for square wave shown in Figure 2.6) can be used for digital
circuits operating under 500MHz of frequency. Digital circuit operating beyond
500MHz experience sine-like stress waveforms. To understand the aging difference
between a DC stress, AC square stress, and an AC sine wave PMOS NBTI stress
we ran ONCAPT simulation with these three conditions as shown in Figure 2.8.
The DelVt markers x, y, and z in Figure 2.8 shows the corresponding aging at the
end of 2 seconds for PMOS with DC, AC square, and AC sine wave stress input
respectively.
Due to the complex interaction of several physical mechanisms viz. interface
trapping (recoverable and permanent component), hole trapping, interface, and
hole trap recovery the NBTI aging response to square and sine-wave stress differs
(Figure 2.8). With the understanding of the exponential dependence of NBTI aging
on the stress voltage (Equation 2.5), one can gauge the square wave stress to remain
at higher voltage for a longer period than and an equivalent sine wave with the
same cycle time, and hence its relatively higher aging. Hence circuits operating
at higher frequency (> 500M Hz) would see lesser NBTI induced degradation
compared with their low frequency counterpart.
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Figure 2.8. Comparing DC NBTI stress, AC NBTI stress with square, and with a sine
input wave forms

Analog/RF NBTI
In contrast to digital circuits, analog and RF circuits would see a wide range of
signal patterns and voltage levels. Parthasarathy et al. [45, 46, 9] has studied such
random NBTI stress patterns that are typically seen in analog circuits. However
simulation models matching the data were not developed to explain the NBTI aging
due to random stress due to the lack of mature stress and recovery models at the
time of their publication [45, 46, 9]. We ran our ONCAPT simulation plugged
in with the random stress conditions published in the article [45, 46, 9] to match
with their aging data as shown in1 Figure 2.9(a,b). Our physical model based
simulation tool matches the NBTI data trend closely validating the correctness
of the tool. Any observable difference can possibly arise from mismatch in our
assumed model constants and parameters that goes into our ONCAPT tool.
To understand analog/RF circuit AC NBTI aging we need to have a representative signal shape assumption instead of assuming a random wave. This will
further help in making a fair comparison between the analog/RF and digital circuit AC NBTI aging. Digital circuit uses a square signal with varying duty factor
to gauge its AC-to-DC factor (Figure 2.6). Similarly, a representative analog/RF
signal shape assumption would help in drawing general conclusions about NBTI
aging in analog/RF in comparison with digital circuit.
1
The simulation engine developed at TSMC was used to match STMicroelectronics NBTI
data in the relative scale as both the companies were linked previously in a Joint Development
Project (JDP)
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Figure 2.9. (a) and (b) Analog stress data match with simulation. Note: Symbols
denote NBTI stress data and the curve matching the symbols denote simulated result

After careful analysis of analog/RF type signals used in literature (Parthasarathy
et al. [45, 46, 9], uses gradually decreasing or increasing step waveforms) for NBTI
stress analysis we fixed a quantized sine-wave as a representative analog/RF stress
signal with a minima voltage level (Vgrelax) (Figure 2.10). The main rationale
behind assuming a sine-wave as a representative analog/RF signal springs from
the fact that any random wave could be re-constructed from a sine-wave. Additionally many of the sources of analog signals have inherent oscillations that are
well defined by a sine-wave.
Figure 2.8 showed the simulation for PMOS aging with square is higher compared to the sine-wave (Vgrelax=0V for digital circuits) with 50% duty factor.
However, in analog/RF circuits Vgrelax can be greater than 0V (Figure 2.10 and
hence sine-wave stress has a Vgrelax dependence in addition to the duty factor dependence. Hence the analog/RF circuits have 2 parameters deciding their ACDC
factor, namely, their duty factor ratio and their Vgrelax value (Figure 2.11). Important conclusion from this study indicates that, though the Analog/RF-like sine-
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Figure 2.10. Comparing representative signals for digital and analog circuits

wave stress leads to lesser NBTI aging (Figure 2.8 higher Vgrelax can offset this
difference and can make the sine-wave more vulnerable than the digital type square
stress patterns.
In this regard we have taken a widely used analog component, a 2-stage CMOS
amplifier circuit for NBTI aging analysis as shown in Figure 2.12(a). The amplifier
has 4 PMOS transistors of which 3 of them are NBTI stressed, specifically node
P1 sees a NBTI sine stress wave (refer Figure 2.12(b)). Figure 2.12(c) shows the
sensitivity of a 2-stage amplifier Unity Gain Frequency (UGF is the frequency
at which the gain of the amplifier is unity) to NBTI aging in each of its PMOS
transistors. Though the PMOS transistor N1 with sine NBTI stress has relatively
higher impact on the UGF degradation, combined impact shows a complete UGF
degradation at the end of 4 months of the amplifier operation under the stressed
voltage/temperature conditions. Hence, unlike in digital circuits (where aging leads
to gradual and graceful shift in their rise and fall delays), analog circuits can totally
lose their functionality (in this case the capability to amplify any signal) with
aging. In total, we demonstrated the criticality of analog circuits in comparison
with digital, mainly enabled by the capability of ONCAPT in handling sine NBTI
stress waves.
2.3.2.2

Intrinsic NBTI Variability

NBTI mechanism is associated with Si-H bond dis-association at the Si/SiO2 interface. With technology scaling the number of Si-h bonds at the Si/SiO2 interface
becomes lesser inducing an intrinsic statistical variation in NBTI mechanism. In
other words, adjacent PMOS transistor of comparable dimensions, stressed un-
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Figure 2.11. NBTI ACDC factor dependence on Vgrelax in analog/RF circuits

der same NBTI conditions, may show different threshold voltage shifts. Thus in
addition to the Random Dopant Fluctuation (RDF) induced by process, NBTI
also induces threshold voltage mismatch leading to SRAM instability and lifetime
prediction inaccuracies in logic circuits.
Intrinsic variation in NBTI mechanism is modeled as follows. Based on the
Poisson assumption for total NBTI induced charge distribution [18], we follow
equation 2.10 to track the variation (σ(∆Vt )) in ∆Vt shift, given its mean (µ(∆Vt )).
σ(∆Vt ) =

s

K ∗ TOx ∗ µ(∆Vt )
AGOx

(2.10)

Where, TOx is effective gate oxide thickness and AGOx is its area, and K is an
empirical constant equal to 1 [18]. Thus the obtained variation in NBTI induced
∆Vt (σ(∆Vt )) is incorporated into the aging extraction framework (using DELVTO
parameter) to track the circuit aging distribution with stress time (2.7). Inclusion
of the process variation (models for process and manufacturing variations covering
both the systematic and random components are assumed to be available for the
technology that is under analysis) along with intrinsic NBTI variability enables
lifetime yield analysis. Section 2.3.3 highlights the verification of the ONCAPT
variability models against a SRAM VCCMIN distribution data from latest technology.
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Figure 2.12. (a) 2-stage CMOS amplifier, (b) NBTI stress type, and (c) NBTI induced
unity gain frequency degradation in the 2-stage CMOS amplifier

2.3.3

Silicon Verification

We verified the ONCAPT with silicon stress data for three different Ring-Oscillators
(RO) namely, INV, NAND, and NOR (shown in Figure 2.15 (b), (b), and (c) respectively). Large number of stages in the RO, lead to low frequency of its operation (below 50MHz) and hence lesser HCE induced parametric shift (10%) in
comparison with NBTI. It has to be noted that HCE stress is high when Vd and
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Figure 2.13. PMOS NBTI versus NMOS HCE aging phases in an Inverter

Vg are high based on the model for ultra scaled technology shown in Equation 2.3.
This stress condition corresponds to the NMOS transistor switch-ON transition
time (which is a fraction of the RO cycle time). However lower frequency of RO
operation decreases the proportion of this switch-ON time to the total RO cycle
time and hence is the HCE correlation to RO frequency (Figure 2.13). On the
other hand PMOS NBTI is directly dependent on PMOS ON-time which is 50%
of the RO operation time (Figure 2.13). As a result of NBTI domination in the
RO, we observe the RO aging to increase from NAND, INV, to NOR RO in the
order as NOR has PMOS stacks (stack effect [54]) amplifying the NBTI induced
aging.
We explain the case of validating the ONCAPT prediction with the VCCMIN
distribution of a particular configuration of a SRAM manufactured in a technology.
SRAM VCCMIN is the minimum VCC supply needed for stable SRAM read and
write cell operation. SRAM VCCMIN is calculated as a combination of shift in
Read and Write Margins (RM/WM) in a SRAM [55]. In other words, SRAM
cell VCCMIN is the minimum VCC below which either the read or a write to
the cell fails. To calculate the total SRAM VCCMIN we switch-on the statistical
process and intrinsic NBTI variation model in our ONCAPT simulator to get the
distribution before and after aging (Figure 2.16). It is well known that NBTI
increases PMOS Vt that reduces SRAM cell strength to hold the data during a
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Figure 2.14. PMOS NBTI AC stress data matched with simulation

read operation. However, a write to the NBTI affected cell is improved as the cell
is weakened to be written easily [55]. As a result of such opposing phenomenon,
SRAM VCCMIN can shift either ways due to NBTI based on RM or WM which
ever is dominating in the particular SRAM configuration manufactured in that
particular technology. In the SRAM case that was simulated (Figure 2.16) the
ONCAPT indicated a clear dominance of WM over RM before NBTI stress is
applied. As a result the ONCAPT predicted an improvement in SRAM VCCMIN
(Figure 2.17) after NBTI that accurately matched the data. Thus the developed
physically based NBTI simulator apart from handling random stress signals to
simulate Analog/RF circuit aging, can handle intrinsic NBTI variability in scaled
circuits like SRAMs and core logic circuits all of which are silicon verified.

2.4

Summary

A silicon verified on-the fly stress bias pattern simulator considering NBTI, HCE,
and random variation due to process and intrinsic NBTI variation is presented in
this chapter. The simulator results are verified against PMOS/ NMOS devices,
circuit (NAND, NOR, and INV ring oscillators), and macro (SRAM) stress data.
Device and RO measurements are used for static NBTI and HCE verification,
while the SRAM data is used to verify the statistical models for process and NBTI
included in the simulator. The simulator has been tuned to support on-the-fly
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.15. RO NBTI aging data matched with simulation
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Figure 2.16. Statistical SRAM Read/Write Margin(RM/WM) simulation
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Figure 2.17. Statistical SRAM VCCMIN improvement with NBTI (prediction versus
data)

random stress bias patterns typically seen in analog/RF circuits. The simulator
is used to highlight the aging impact on analog/RF circuits versus the digital
circuits. Additionally the ONCAPT is used to gain understanding at circuit and
micro-architectural level, enabling the development of compact statistical aging
model for SoC sub-components. Particularly in the subsequent chapters, we use the
simulator in modeling statistical lifetime yield for pipeline logic and memory, using
which cost effective solutions are proposed to buy back the yield. Subsequently,
ONCAPT is used to assess aging in AMBA bus system with increasing core count
and a pro-active aging-aware architecture is proposed.

Chapter

3

Core and Control Logic Reliability
Modeling, Analysis, and Solutions
3.1

Introduction

Sources of variations (process manufacturing conditions, and random dopant fluctuations) adversely affect the timing yield of the chip at time0 and worsen with
time due to aging phenomenon like Negative Bias Temperature Instability (NBTI)
in PMOS. The most challenging source of variability to handle at time0 is the intrinsic random do-pant fluctuation that needs statistical solution, as they cannot
be controlled by any extrinsic means. Intrinsic variability in NBTI induced aging is another source of random variation that has gained prominence with device
dimension scaling beyond 45nm threatening the timing integrity of SRAM and
analog circuits during its operational lifetime [18].
PMOS devices of similar dimensions on the same die under identical NBTI
stress conditions experiences different NBTI induced drain current (Id) and threshold voltage (Vt ) degradation due to the intrinsic NBTI variability [18]. The random
nature of the trap creation in gate di-electric and the substrate/gate-dielectric interface are being considered as the cause for such behavior that becomes more pronounced as gate length and gate oxide dimensions scales with technology [18, 17].
Hence, apart from the extrinsic factors that affects a PMOS NBTI aging like the
gate voltage, temperature and gate input signal activity (that can be controlled or
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can be used as knobs to mitigate NBTI), presence of intrinsic variability introduces
randomness in NBTI aging that needs statistical solution.
In this regard, a silicon verified NBTI aging prediction tool ONCAPT developed
and outlined in Chapter 2 along with its statistical mechanics (due to intrinsic
NBTI variability) is used in this chapter. We analyze the interaction of time0
spread in transistor parameters (Id and Vt spread) with NBTI induced shift in
those parameters during the transistor lifetime. We define a term called fall-out to
analyze such an interaction and derive fall-out model for single-stage inverter and
verify it with HSPICE. Finally using the circuit fall-out model, pipeline fall-out
model is derived. The pipeline fall-out model is used to assess the effect of per-stage
fall-out and stage count on the overall pipeline fall-out with time. Finally, using
the pipline fall-out model, statistical aging aware product tuning in the presence
of time0 process variation and NBTI variation is proposed.
The current and future generation logic circuits will be highly prone to radiation
effects [21]. This is attributed to the increasing transparency of circuits in passing
the radiation induced transients across the logic stages to be latched on to by
the state holding elements. Any single event transient generated in a pipeline
logic has to live through three different transient masking mechanisms to latch
on to the pipline latch which are namely, logic, electrical, and latching window
masking. Logic masking denotes the inherent capability of gates in stopping the
transient from passing to its output due to its functionality. Hence logic gate
functionality determines its transparency to single event transient. Even if the
logic gates are transparent, SET experiences damping as it traverses subsequent
logic stage which is called as electrical masking. SET that survives the logic and
electrical masking effects has to arrive within the clock latching window to create
an error, overcoming the latching window masking effect. As technology scales,
electrical (due to dimishing number of logic stages per pipe) and latching window
masking (due to increased clock edges with frequency) worsens making SET equally
important to consider as SEU in memories [21].
Mitra et. al [56] proposed a Built-In-Soft-Error Resilience (BISER) architecture
to screen out radiation induced logic transients from latching onto memory. In his
work, Mitra et. al proposed to use a simple radiation induced transient screening
circuit called a C-element. However, the SER resilience of the C-element itself was
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not analyzed by Mitra et. al which, will be the main focus of our study. Apparently
the control circuitry in asynchronous circuits are predominantly comprised of Celements. Hence our SER analysis of C-element also serves as a touchstone for
understanding the radiation sensitivity of asynchronous control circuitry.

3.2

Background and Related Work

Effect of intrinsic NBTI variability (or NBTI-induced statistical variation) is widely
studied for SRAMs read stability issues and mismatch issues in analog circuits
[18, 17]. Kang et al. [57] studied the NBTI variability impact on random logic
and SRAM with technology scaling, however, the interaction with time0 process
variation was not analyzed in detail both at circuit and system level. At the
micro architectural level Fu et al. [7] proposed techniques to leverage the positive
interaction between NBTI and process variation, however the intrinsic variability
in NBTI is not considered.
On the other hand, there is plethora of study on time0 manufacturing and
random process variability focusing on modeling, characterization, and simulation
both at device and design level [58, 59]. At the design level, the research focuses
on statistical CAD algorithms and process variation aware designs [58]. The underlying mechanism that causes time0 process variations and the intrinsic NBTI
variation during product operation is different [18]. Hence the interaction of such
uncorrelated variability mechanisms creates an additional layer of unpredictability
to circuit delay during its operational lifetime necessitating a technique that is
completely robust to variability from both process (at time0) and NBTI (during
product operational lifetime).
For our work concentrating on radiation hardening of asynchronous control
logic without duplication or encoding, we introduce some of the already existing
error control schemes and subsequently motivate our proposal. Blaum et al. [60]
and Tallini et. al [61] has dealt with the unidirectional and asymmetric errors
occurring in the asynchronous buses. They use Error Detection and Correction
(EDC) codes to detect transmission completion, error occurrences and correct
them. Akella et al. [62] shows the VLSI implementation of asynchronous decoder
for unordered codes for Delay Insensitive (DI) communication. A more robust
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EDC codes for DI and Semi Delay Insensitive (SDI) circuits was proposed by
Cheng et al. [63]. The work presented by Jang et al. [64] deals with converting
circuit errors and invalid tokens to deadlock and also presents layout techniques to
mitigate delay faults in Quasi-Delay Insensitive (QDI) circuits. Monnet et al. [65]
analyzed transient fault sensitivity of QDI circuits using logic level fault models
and proposed circuit duplication to eliminate single transient faults. Jang et al. [64]
used duplicated nodes along with double checking to prevent Single Event Upset
(SEU) in QDI. Apart from the asynchronous design, Muller C-elements are also
proposed in synchronous design to protect flip flops against soft errors by efficient
usage of scan flip flops [56]. However, the Muller C-element itself is not protected
against soft error in their design. While all of the previous work has achieved
fault tolerance by encoding the transmission channel or using circuit duplication,
we provide here with QDI circuit hardening techniques against soft errors without
any duplication or encoding.

3.3

Process and NBTI Variability Aware Pipeline
Lifetime Yield Analysis and Tuning

The main goal of this work is to percolate the device models for variation sources
stemming from process (@ time0) and NBTI (during lifetime) up the gate, circuit,
and pipeline level to aid lifetime yield-aware design. With the gained understanding of the interaction between process and NBTI variation, various pipeline lifetime
yield improvement techniques will be analyzed and compared against.

3.3.1

Process and NBTI Variation Aware Gate Delay Model

To analyze interaction of process variation and NBTI we incorporate models for
time0 process variation as follows. Process variation are subdivided into global and
local variation. Global variation encompasses inter-die, inter-wafer, and inter-lot
variation, while the local variation covers the within-die (WID) variations. WID
variation has random and correlated component. The sources of variation are modeled through Leff, Weff, Tox, and Vt (assuming Gaussian distribution) to precisely
analyze statistical circuit characteristics. Monte-Carlo simulation (1000 runs) us-
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Figure 3.1. Circuit delay or device parameters (Idsat or V t ) falling-out due to NBTI
(Illustration)

ing HSPICE simulator (with public domain BSIM model-card [53]) is performed
to obtain 3-sigma variance on transistor and circuit parameters.
Effect of NBTI On Statistical Device Parameters
One can generically assume that the manufactured products to consist of transistors with their parameters (Idsat/Vt ) falling within a certain range of spread
defined by 3-sigma variation (or 99.9% worst-case/best-case value). However, this
statistical spread shifts with device NBTI aging leading to more devices shifting
out of the time0 statistical 3σ of fresh device parameters (Figure 5.5). Thus NBTI
induced aging could lead to a shift in the mean, sigma, or both in the device
parameters as well as the circuit delay. To capture both the shift in mean and
sigma we arbitrarily define a term called fall-out (Figure 5.5) to gauge the effect of
NBTI on statistical PMOS device parameter (Idsat) and also the circuit parameter
(delay). The fall-out is another way of looking at the device or circuit aging due
to NBTI in a statistical domain and hence should not be confused with a failure
indicator.
Figure 3.2 briefly illustrates the effect of static NBTI aging (without intrinsic
NBTI variability) on the statistical Idsat and Vt spread of PMOS device with
different gate widths. We call the PMOS devices with their Idsat moving out
of the 3σ of fresh PMOS statistical Idsat distribution as a result of NBTI as
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.2. (Illustration) Idsat versus V t distribution of fresh devices shifting due to
identical NBTI stress in (a) larger width PMOS, and (b) smaller width PMOS

Idsat-fall-outs. Idsat is chosen as fall-out indicator, as it is one of the major
decider of transistor delay. Illustration in figure 3.2(a) and 3.2(b) shows that the
percentage fall-out for a larger width PMOS device is relatively higher compared
to smaller width PMOS. It is well known that random process variation increases
with decreasing transistor dimensions [59]. In other words, smaller dimension
devices will have larger time0 random process variation masking NBTI induced
shift and vice versa for the larger dimension devices. This illustration explains
an instance where one can observe the interaction between static NBTI aging and
random process variation at the device level. However when statistical nature of
NBTI (due to intrinsic NBTI variability) is also considered, the interaction becomes
involving and hence the need for modeling.
Without loss of generality one can expect products to have different delay fallout similar to the device Vt and Idsat fall-out illustrated in Figure 3.2 due to varied
interaction of NBTI and process variation. In which case the interaction between
the NBTI and process variation can make one product more vulnerable to fallouts compared to the other. In fact there are several factors that increases the
differences among circuit delay fall-outs layed on the same die within and across
technology. We explain this discrepancy by introducing a statistical (inlcuding the
variation from process and NBTI) modeling technique for a single-stage INV and
percolate the model up the design heirarchy that will be discussed subsequently.
Following which a runtime adaptive micro-architectural solution is proposed to
buy back the lifetime yield loss due to huge discrepancy in circuit delay fall-outs
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on the same die.
Increasing Discrepancy Among Circuit Delay Aging Spread with Technology Scaling
NBTI stress in PMOS is known to affect both the mean and variance of the induced
∆Vt shift, which is considered to be a concern in SRAM and analog circuits [17] due
to Vt mismatch problems. Based on the Poisson assumption for total NBTI induced
charge distribution [18], we use Equation 3.1 to track the variation (σ(∆Vt )) in ∆Vt
shift, given its mean (µ(∆Vt )).
σ(∆Vt ) =

s

K ∗ Tox ∗ µ(∆Vt )
AGox

(3.1)

Where, Tox is effective gate oxide thickness and AGox is its area, and K is an
empirical constant equal to 1 [18]. Firstly, we assessed the effect of intrinsic NBTI
variability induced ∆Vt variation (σ(∆Vt )) on circuit delay aging spread (σ(∆Td )).
Figure 3.3 shows an increase in spread of the circuit delay aging (σ(∆Td )) with
the mean circuit delay aging (µ(∆Td )). This can be explained using Equation 3.1
that predicts an increase in the spread of NBTI induced Vt aging (σ(∆Vt )) with the
mean Vt shift (µ(∆Vt )). Additionally, using a simple linear gate delay model shown
in Equation 3.2 relating Vt and Td linearly, one can understand the similarity in
gate delay and Vt behavior with intrinsic NBTI variability.
Td = B ∗ V t + C

(3.2)

Secondly we analyze the sensitivity of circuits to intrinsic NBTI variability
with technology scaling. Technology scaling has been incorporated by scaling the
Tox and AGox with generation [66] while maintaining K=1, and µ(∆Vt ) constant
(which means that the PMOS devices across technology have the same mean NBTI
lifetime [18] which is an optimistic assumption and hence does not affect our interpretation). Figure 3.4 shows that circuit (C499) with higher mean delay aging
has a wider tail separation compared to its lesser aging counterpart (C1908).
These two findings have important implications both within and across tech-
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Figure 3.3. Delay aging (%) spread in ISCAS85 circuits due to intrinsic NBTI variability

Figure 3.4. Sensitivity of the delay aging (%) spread in ISCAS85 circuits to the A Gox
(that scales down exponentially with technology scaling)

nology. Firstly, the variation in higher delay aging circuits is larger compared to
its lower aging counterpart within a particular technology node (Figure 3.3). Secondly the difference between the statistical spread in delay aging (σ(∆Td )) of a
lower and higher aging circuits scales exponentially with technology (as evident
from Equation 3.1 and Figure 3.4) thus exacerbating the discrepancy in delay ag-
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ing among different circuits on the same die. The rest of the paper is organized
into sections that consist of definition of the term ”fall-out” to understand the interaction of intrinsic NBTI variability with time0 process variation; modeling the
interaction at gate, circuit, and at pipeline level and verification using HSPICE
based Monte-Carlo simulations; and finally assessing pipeline performance hit and
proposing a dynamic cycle stealing technique and analyzing its benefits comparing
with static guard-banding technique.
Effect of NBTI On Statistical Single Stage Gate Delay
PMOS width and NBTI induced ∆Vt shift has substantial effect on the fall-outs
due to NBTI at the transistor level. At the circuit level NAND, NOR, and INV
can be considered as basic building blocks. PMOS NBTI aging differs in the way it
affects the delay aging of these three basic gates. It is well known that NBTI aging
impacts NOR gate more than the NAND, and INV gate delay. The reason being
that the PMOS stacking in NOR is more vulnerable to delay aging due to stacking
effect [54]. In this regard, the rise-delay fall-out of basic gates is analyzed applying
global and local variation (we assume that all the PMOS in the Inverter gate are
fully correlated and the same for NMOS) to the individual gates. We derive our
delay fall-out model based on the gate delay model (following an alpha-power law
based CMOS inverter delay model [67], where alpha is assumed to be equal to 1)
shown in equation 3.3.
Td =

A
Vgs − Vt − ∆Vt

(3.3)

Ctotal ∗ Vdd
n ∗ µ ∗ COx

(3.4)

where,
A=

Where, Ctotal is the output load capacitance, n is a fitting parameter, µ is
PMOS device mobility, and COx is its gate oxide capacitance. Assuming a Gaussian
distribution for Vt and ∆Vt , one can derive the probability distribution function
(PDF) of Td (equation 3.5) to analyze the effect of time0 process variation and
intrinsic NBTI variability induced Vt shift on the Td distribution and the ensuing
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Figure 3.5. INV rise delay (Td ) PDF distribution (model and HSPICE based MonteCarlo simulation) before and after NBTI aging in INV PMOS

rise-delay fallouts.
A
√ e
f (Td ) = 2
Td (σVt + σ∆Vt ) 2π
1
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−(Vgs − A −(µV +µ∆V ))2
Td
t
t
2(σ 2 +σ 2
)
Vt
∆Vt

Vgs − TAd − (µVt + µ∆Vt )
p
2(σVt + σ∆Vt )

!!

(3.5)

(3.6)

It can be observed from Figure 3.5 that the PDF of Td distribution (equation
3.5) is non-Gaussian with a right tail. Equation 3.6 explains the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the aged inverter rise delay, which is used to derive
the fall-out in equation 3.7.
f all − out(Td ) = F (Td2 ) − F (Td1 )

(3.7)

Where Td1 corresponds to the inverter rise-delay with 99.9% probability of
occurrence before NBTI aging and Td2 corresponds to the inverter rise-delay with
99.9% probability of occurrence after NBTI aging (Figure 3.5). Hence with NBTI
aging (increasing µ∆Vt and σ∆Vt while keeping σVt , A, and Vgs as constants), the
inverter rise-delay fall-out increases following a trend that is characteristic of the
error function erf shown in equation 3.6 (Figure 3.6).
To avoid complex time-intensive computation involved in calculating fall-out
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Figure 3.6. Inverter rise delay fall-out (model and HSPICE based prediction) due to
NBTI aging in INV

with non-Gaussian distribution of single-stage inverter we identify and simplify
Equation 3.7 to a power-law function. It is interesting to note that the singlestage inverter rise delay fall-out could be approximated with a power-law function
for a considerable range of NBTI induced delay fall-out to conveniently propagate
the model up the circuit level (dealt in Section 6). With the current understanding
of the statistical delay fall-out model one can extend it to take care of NOR and
NAND gates (whose fall-out versus NBTI induced ∆Vt shift have power-law slopes
of 3.1 and 2.3 respectively) with appropriate Vt , A, and B parameters to match
with the HSPICE Monte-Carlo prediction.
Figure 3.7 shows the INV/NAND/NOR chain circuit fall-outs with increasing number of stages. The fall-out simulations were carried out with an input
static signal probability of 0.5. Three main observations can be drawn from the
simulated HSPICE predictions in Figure 9. Firstly, the NAND/INV/NOR has increasing fall-outs in the order mentioned, due to the decreasing strength of pull-up
network relative to the pull-down network leading to increasing NBTI vulnerability. Secondly, the odd stages have higher fall-outs due to the presence of an excess
pull-up node in the rise-delay path in comparison to the pull-down nodes leading
to more (%) delay aging and hence fall-outs. Thirdly, the fall-outs of larger stage
chains converge to the fall-out value of 2-stage chains as the ratio of pull-up to
pull-down nodes in chain approaches one.
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Figure 3.7. INV/NOR/NAND chain rise-delay fall-out (HSPICE based Monte-Carlo
simulation) at the end of 10yrs due to NBTI induced PMOS ∆V t aging

3.3.2

Process and NBTI Variation Aware Circuit Delay
Model

In this section we analyze the effect of intrinsic NBTI variability and time0 process
variability on statistical circuit delay to derive a circuit delay fall-out model during
its lifetime. The derived per-stage delay fall-out model is used to assess pipeline
delay fall-out in Section3.3.3. Based on our statistical reliability framework (Figure 2.7 we calculate delay fall-outs for complex circuits as follows. We synthesize
complex logic circuits (ISCAS85 benchmarks) using basic NBTI characterized libraries (INV/NAND/NOR) of varying transistor widths, stacks and fingers. Spice
netlist of the circuits were augmented with Leff, Weff, Tox, and Vt variations that
incorporate global (variation across die) and local (random, and correlated component within die) variations. The above-mentioned spice parameters that were used
to model the total variation are assigned mean and standard deviations (following
a Gaussian distribution) such that larger width transistors would observe a 10%
Idsat shift from the mean at the 3-sigma point.
Further the local variation (mismatch) dependence on Leff, and Weff is modeled
based on the empirical expression proposed by Asenov et al. [59]. In our simulation
either we allow the circuits to have total random local variation or total correlated
local variation to understand the difference between the NBTI interaction with
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.8. (a)Circuit delay fall-out versus its delay aging during its operational lifetime (b)ISCAS85 benchmark critical path delay aging and fall-out at the end of 10yrs
(HSPICE based Monte-Carlo prediction) due to NBTI (Note: G (L) denotes global
(local) variation)

the two extremes though in reality there will be a mix of both. HSPICE based
Monte-Carlo simulation were performed on time (0) and time (10yrs) NBTI aged
circuits. NBTI characteristics are set such that a PMOS with 50% input duty cycle
in a circuit will have mean Vt shift (µ∆Vt ) = 45mV at the end of 10yrs. However,
note that the actual stress seen by a PMOS will be different based on its input
activity.
Two main observations can be drawn from the NBTI induced fall-out prediction
at the end of 10yrs for the ISCAS85 benchmarks shown in Figure 3.8. Namely,
the power-law dependence of circuit delay fall-outs on NBTI induced delay aging
(Figure 3.8(a)) and delay standard deviation(Figure 3.8(b)) of its critical path.
The behavior of circuit fall-outs to NBTI induced delay shift can be understood
from a simple inverter rise-delay fall-out behavior without loss of generality. Delay
fall-out has a power law dependence on NBTI induced PMOS ∆Vt (Figure 3.6).
Additionally, based on a first order linear transistor delay (Td ) approximation
model shown in equation 3.8 (note than the statistical mean value of Td can be
approximated with a linear dependence model for the range of ∆Vt shift due to
NBTI leading to 10% Td shift), one can derive a linear relation between the gate
delay response and NBTI induced PMOS ∆Vt . Hence delay fall-out is a power-law
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Figure 3.9. Inverter rise delay fall-out (model from equation 3.7 at the end of 10yrs
due to NBTI aging (Note: scale value is used to scale down the time0 sigma of PMOS
Vt distribution (σVt ) used in equation 3.6 and 3.7)

function of the % mean delay aging.
Td = B ∗ V t + C

(3.8)

Secondly, NBTI induced delay fall-outs are smaller for circuits with local variation component that is completely correlated (correlation factor=1) among all the
critical path libraries compared to the completely random local variation counterpart (Figure 3.8(b)). This can be explained based on the understanding that a
completely correlated local variation leads to higher time0 variation in circuit delay
compared to the completely random local variation case [68]. Further, Figure 3.9
shows a power-law dependence of circuit delay fall-out on the time0 circuit delay
spread (sigma) based on the single-stage INV rise delay fall-out model (Equation
3.7). Hence the difference between the ISCAS85 delays fall-outs with completely
correlated and random local variation case. An important implication of this understanding is that the tightening or reduction of statistical circuit delay variation
leads to more NBTI fall-outs and hence the necessity to include more circuit delay
guard band.
We understood the dependence of circuit delay fall-out on its delay aging and
time0 Vt variation. However, it is also important to understand the dependence of
circuit delay fall-out on the stress time to obtain a time dependent circuit delay fall-
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Figure 3.10. ISCAS85 benchmark critical path delay fall-out during its operational
lifetime (HSPICE based Monte-Carlo prediction with local variation component that is
completely correlated (correlation factor=1) among all the critical path libraries)

out model. This will help in tracking time dependent delay fall-outs for complex
systems like pipelines (refer subsequent section). The delay fall-out of the circuit
follows a power law (slope ≈ 0.5 to 0.6) behavior with time (Figure 3.10). This can
be explained as follows. Figure 3.6 shows the power-law dependence of rise-delay

fall-out of single stage INV on the NBTI induced PMOS ∆Vt (slope=2.9). Similarly
the slope for NOR gate is 3.1 (most of the synthesized ISCAS85 critical path gates
are comprised of INV and NOR gates). Additionally we know that the NBTI
induced ∆Vt is related to stress time through power law slope=0.166 (equation
2.5). Hence transitively, the dependence of single-stage gate rise-delay fall-out on
stress time is a power law (with the power-law slope ≈ 0.5 (≈ 3.0 ∗ 0.166)). Hence

the single-stage gate delay fall-out model predicted slope qualitatively explains the

fall-out versus stress time simulation behavior shown in figure 3.10 for ISCAS85
benchmarks.
Case Study of Circuit Delay Fall-out Using Chain Circuits
In Section 3.3.2 we obtained a basic understanding of the circuit delay fall-out
dynamics like its dependence on the %delay aging, process variation correlation
factor, and its time of operation. In this sub-section we extend the delay fall-out
analysis to circuits with wide difference in their structure (with varying near critical
paths) and % delay aging to cover a broad range of representative products. Usage
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of simple chain circuits will enable us to analyze various representative circuit
types that may be difficult to reproduce with the present benchmark circuits.
Additionally, simulation time complexity can be cut down by an order of magnitude
with simple chain circuits that are widely used as representative pipeline stage
circuits in the literature [69]. We have implemented the chain circuits consisting of
INV/NAND/NOR libraries with a logic depth of 8 FO4 [70]. Figure 3.7 elucidated
the delay fall-out difference between INV, NAND, and NOR based chain circuits.
Hence we obtain the %delay aging and hence the delay fall-out difference among
stages by using these chain types. Additionally, we implement the chain circuits
with multiple near critical paths. The reason being that circuits with multiple
critical paths has been identified to have higher statistical uncertainity in their
delay after manufacturing [71] and hence were taken up for NBTI induced %delay
fall-out analysis.

Figure 3.11. Cumulative distribution of adder critical path delays

In this regard, we broadly categorize circuit structure in to two main groups.
Namely, the circuit with large number of near critical paths (the circuit with a
higher wall of criticality) and the ones with few near critical paths. Figure 3.11
elucidates a classic example of these two cases where Kogge-Stone (KS) adder
has larger number of near-critical paths and Brent Kung (BK) Adder has lesser
near-critical paths. The main idea behind this structural division comes from the
statistical analysis by Bai et al. highlighting the pros and cons of these two extreme
circuit structures [71] in a statistical domain. Additionally, usage of multit-VDD,
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 3.12. (a) INV chain circuit with 4 critical-paths; (b) INV, (b) NOR, and (c)
NAND 8-stage chain circuit %delay fall-out versus the number of critical paths (HSPICE
based Monte-Carlo simulation)

multiple-Vt transistors, and device sizing [72] for total circuit power optimization
can potentially lead to larger number of near critical paths. Existance of such
varied circuit design styles that leads to larger near critical paths motivates the
analysis of combined process and NBTI variation impact on circuit structure. The
analysis can serve as valuable input for designing a manufacturable and lifetimeaware product.
Chain circuit with multiple near critical path is obtained by having parallel
chains of equal delay in the circuit. Figure 3.12(a) shows a INV-chain circuit
with four critical path created by having four parallel INV-chain of equal delay
in the circuit. Figure 3.12 (b) shows the increasing %delay fall-out with time
for INV chain circuit under two process (time0) variation condition namely, total
random local variation or total correlated local variation to understand the difference between the NBTI interaction with the two extreme process (time0) vatiation
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conditions. Two important observation can be obtained from the HSPICE based
Monte-Carlo prediction for INV-chain %delay fall-out shown in the Figure 3.12
(b). Firstly, the INV-chain with total random local variation case (closed symbols
in Figure 3.12 (b)) shows systematic reduction in its %delay fall-out with increase
in the number of critical paths. This can be explained using a single stage INV
circuit without loss of generality. In Section 3.3.2 the delay fall-out for INV circuit
was derived (Equation 3.7) and is shown to depend on three parameters, namely,
time0 Vt spread, NBTI induced mean Vt shift, and NBTI induced Vt spread. Having parallel single-stage INV in a circuit is considered for describing the effect of
increasing critical path in chain circuits. Increase in the number of INV operating
in parallel in a single-stage INV circuit increases only the time0 and NBTI induced
∆Vt tail spread (Equation 3.9 and 3.10 respectively) as mean delay aging remains
same for all the identical single-stage INV circuits. Vti and ∆Vti are random variables describing time0 process variation and NBTI induced variation respectively
in threshold voltage of ith INV operating parallely in a single-stage INV circuit.
−1
(0.999)
(0.999) ≤ Fmax(V
FV−1
ti
t1 ,Vt2 ,...,Vtn )

∀i = 1, . . . , n

(3.9)

−1
−1
(0.999) ≤ Fmax(∆V
(0.999)
F∆V
ti
t1 ,∆Vt2 ,...,∆Vtn )

∀i = 1, . . . , n

(3.10)

,where n is the total number of single-stage INV in the circuit.
Though NBTI induced threshold voltage variability (σ∆Vt ) is significant, in
comparison with process variation it is relatively less as the σVt from process variation in general will be higher than the σ∆Vt from intrinsic NBTI variability based
on our reliability framework built with realistic technology parameters indicating
the same for 10yrs of circuit operation. In other words, process variation induced
spread (σVt ) is more compared to the NBTI induced variation (σ∆Vt ) and this difference is aggravated by the increase in critical path count. Hence the capability of
process variation to mask NBTI variability increases with increase in the number
of near critical path in the circuit when the local variation component is totally
random.
Secondly, the INV-chain with total correlated local variation case shows (open
symbols in Figure 3.12 (b)) systematic increase in its %delay fall-out with increase
in the number of critical paths. This observation can be explained using a single-
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stage INV circuit following up from the previous explanation. For the total random
case the time0 process variation spread increased with the increase in number of
INV operating in parallel in a single-stage INV circuit (Equation 3.9). However in
the total correlated case all the INV operating in parallel have their Vt distribution
correlated and hence there will be no change in the time0 spread of single-stage
INV with increase in its critical path count. However the variability from NBTI
arising due to a different physical mechanism [18, 17] from the process variation is
shown to be random. Hence it will lead to increase in time10yrs spread in singlestage INV delay fall-out with the increase in its critical path count as evident from
Equation 3.10 and Figure 3.12 (b).

3.3.3

Process and NBTI Variation Aware Pipeline Delay
Model

In the previous section we modeled the dependence of delay fall-out of circuits on
its stress time, correlation component of the local variation among the critical path
transistors, and number of critical paths. In this section we model the delay fall-out
of a pipeline system including the effect of delay correlation among the pipeline
stage. Using the pipeline delay fall-out model we assess the effect of increase
in pipeline stage count on the delay fall-out of the pipeline system. We assess
runtime techniques to gracefully degrade the pipeline system under wide variation
among pipeline stage delay fall-out. Additionally, we introduce a NBTI-aware
supply voltage selection methodology for optimal statistical pipeline performance
degradation during its operational lifetime.
Pipeline Delay Fall-out Model
In this section the per-stage delay fall-out model is used to derive pipeline delay
fall-out. We use a synthetic pipeline consisting of four stages constructed out
of ISCAS85 benchmark circuits (Figure 3.13) with feedback from the last to the
first stage. The delay fall-out value for each stage (fi ) at a given time during its
operational lifetime (excluding flip-flop aging) is used to derive the total pipeline
delay fall-out (Fp ) following a simple weakest link based system failure probability
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Figure 3.13. Synthetic pipeline with ISCAS85 circuits

representation (equation 3.11).
Fp = 1 −

n
Y
i=1

(1 − fi )

(3.11)

Where n is the total number of stages in the pipeline. Using the derived power-law
model (in the previous section) for per-stage delay fall-out with stress time, we can
rewrite the pipeline delay fall-out equation 3.12 as follows.
Fp = 1 −

n
Y
i=1

(1 − Ai × t0.5 )

(3.12)

Where Ai is the delay fall-out (@ time t=1sec) calculated using the fall-out powerlaw model for ith pipeline stage. Equation 3.11 and 3.12 are derived based on two
assumptions. Firstly, the stage delay fall-outs (fi ) are considered to be totally
independent. Secondly, all the stages are assumed to have same time0 delay at
3-sigma point (µ + 3 ∗ σ) and the pipeline is designed to accommodate this delay.

Such a simple model helps us track the real pipeline delay fall-out dependence

on correlation factor and also on the unbalanced nature of per-stage time0 delay
distribution.
Figure 3.14 shows the HSPICE calculated delay fall-outs for each stage and
pipeline, as well as the model prediction of pipeline delay fall-out. The fully random
local variation case (Figure 3.14) shows difference between the model predicted
and the HSPICE calculated pipeline delay fall-outs. This can be explained as
follows. The pipeline is designed to accommodate 3-sigma delay of stage with
maximum spread. Hence there will be slack period (slacki ) left for other stages to
accommodate NBTI induced delay fall-outs. The resultant per-stage fall-out (fi )
contribution to pipeline delay fall-out is re-written with per-stage slack information
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Figure 3.14. ISCAS85 benchmark critical path delay fall-out during its operational
lifetime (HSPICE based Monte-Carlo prediction with local variation component that is
completely random (correlation factor=0) across all the critical path libraries and also
across the pipeline stages as well)

in equation 3.13.
Fp = 1 −

n
Y
i=1

(1 − Ai × (t − slacki )0.5 )

(3.13)

Where slacki is the slack time period after which the ith pipeline stage starts
contributing to pipeline delay fall-outs.
The fall-out Equation 3.14 for the fully correlated local variation is strikingly
different from fall-out Equation 3.13 for the circuit with fully random local variation case. In fully correlated local variation case, in addition to the excess slack
(slacki ) in certain stages (explanation same as fully random local variation case),
the presence of correlation among the stages makes the delay fall-outs to be mostly
correlated as well. As a result, the per-stage delay fall-outs do not contribute separately to the pipeline delay fall-out, instead they occur almost in tandem.
Fp = max(Ai × (t − slacki )0.5 )

(3.14)

Figure 3.15 shows the new Fp models (given in equation 3.13, and 3.14) incorporated with correlation and slack information closely matching the HSPICE
simulation of pipeline delay fall-out. Under an assumption of uncorrelated local
variation in pipeline stage-delays and equal delay fall-out from all stages (i.e. Ai
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Figure 3.15. Delay fall-out for pipeline with completely uncorrelated and correlated
local variability components for stage delays (HSPICE versus model prediction) during
its operational lifetime.

is equal for all pipeline stages) and slacki = 0 (∀ 0¡i¡=n, where n is the total number of stages in the pipeline) the equation 3.13 can be rewritten as follows (refer
equation 3.15) during the initial periods of pipeline operations (note that the delay
fall-out is small during the initial time periods of pipeline operation and hence the
approximation is valid).

Fp = 1 −

n
Y
i=1

(1 − Ai × (t − slacki )0.5 ) ≈ n · A · t0.5

(3.15)

Equation 3.15 elucidates an important implication of NBTI induced product
delay fall-out on the architectural decision of increasing pipeline stages. The total
pipeline delay fall-out linearly scales with the number of stages in the pipeline.
Additionally, with the proposed delay fall-out model for pipeline one can efficiently track statistical pipeline reliability based on its per-stage reliability model.
This helps in making architectural decision towards manufacturing a product with
higher statistical lifetime.
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Figure 3.16. Post-manufacturing solution to handle time0 process variation in a 4-stage
pipeline

3.3.4

Process and NBTI Variation Aware Runtime Pipeline
Performance Management

A pipeline is designed to accommodate stages of equal delay. However, after
manufacturing, the time0 process variation might invalidate such an assumption.
Though one can adjust the clock cycle delay to meet the timing for the maximum
stage delay, it leads to a pessimistic clock delay assignment. Clock cycle time
Stealing (CS) [73] is one of the technique to deal with time0 process variation in
pipelines, by averaging out the imbalance in stage delays thus gaining back the
frequency that would other wise be lost in pessimistic over-design (Figure 3.16).
This averaging is achieved by stealing the slack in one stage into the other. The CS
techniques necessitates the presence of time delay buffers in the clock network to
shift the clock phase, built-in-self-test (BIST) vectors to analyze the critical path
timing and to take care of minimum delay path constraints [73].
The afore-mentioned CS technique is used at time0 to average out the manufacturing variation in stage delays. However, one could extend the CS technique
(leveraging the already present hardware and algorithm to enable CS technique)
to operate at runtime to take care of NBTI. We motivate the benefit of dynamic
CS technique and assess its advantages through the following experimental setup
and study.
Per-stage delay guard-banding (refer Figure 3.17) HSPICE analysis shows that
there is a wide difference in the reduction of stage delay fall-out obtained by incorporating delay guard-band. Pipelines can have such large difference among
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Figure 3.17. Decrease in delay fall-out (%) of each stage at the end of 10yrs of the
pipeline operation with increase in incorporated delay guard-band (HSPICE prediction
for ISCAS85 benchmark circuits)

its stage delay fall-outs due to three reasons. Firstly, the difference in time0 delay spread (dependent on manufacturing variation) among the stages affects delay
fall-outs differently (refer Figure 3.9). Secondly, the difference between the NBTI
induced mean delay aging of the stage critical path leads to wide difference in their
delay fall-outs (refer Figure 3.8(b)). Finally, the difference in delay fall-outs among
the stages widens with technology scaling due to increased variability. Hence is
the need for dynamic CS technique to handle wide differences in statistical delay
fall-out among all the stages in a pipeline to obtain optimal pipeline delay fall-out
with less performance hit during its operational lifetime.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.18. (a)All 4 stages of the pipeline are designed with equal stage delays and
incorporated with a 10yr NBTI mean delay aging guard-band, (b) time0 manufacturing
spread on the stage delays that exceeds the NBTI aging guard-band are taken care
by time0 CS technique, and the (c) time10yrs statistical NBTI spread taken care by
time10yrs dynamic CS technique.
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To take care of NBTI traditionally one would add guard-band to pipeline stages
at design time that equals maximum statistical mean delay aging of all stages
(calculated for 10yrs of operation, shown in x-axis of Figure 3.8(a)) anticipating
the product to meet this delay at 10yrs (Figure 3.18(a)). However, once the design
is manufactured, we will have spread in the stage delays that may exceed the
mean delay guard-band at time0. This process variation induced spread could be
taken care by the CS technique at time0 (Figure 3.18(b)). Finally, the NBTI aged
statistical delay spread at the end of 10yrs (as a result of interaction of intrinsic
NBTI variability with time0 process variation) may exceed beyond the traditional
mean delay aging guard-band and time0 CS technique that will necessitate the
application of time10yrs dynamic CS technique (Figure 3.18(c)).
Figure 3.19 plots the HSPICE simulation results for the pipeline incorporated
with the three techniques mentioned in Figure 3.17. Firstly, the incorporation of
10yr NBTI mean-delay aging guard-band that is used by the time0 CS and dynamic
CS technique is not entirely sufficient to protect the pipeline from incurring any
delay fall-outs. Twice the mean delay aging guard-band (compare the guardband indicated by the larger downward arrow and the tail of the plot shown in
asterisk in Figure 3.19(a)) has to be incorporated into the pipeline using dynamic
CS technique to reduce delay fall-outs to zero at 10yrs. Further, in the absence
of dynamic CS technique the pipeline would have required 50% excess guardband to prevent any delay fall-outs at 10yrs (compare dotted curve with the plot
shown in asterisk in Figure 3.19(b)). In other words, usage of dynamic cycle time
stealing technique brings down the guard-band needed by 30% compared with
the static guard-banding technique at the end of 10 years. This shows that adding
static guard-band at design time is statistically inefficient and justifies the usage of
dynamic CS in handling delay fall-outs entirely without any static guard banding.

Core Gating: Is It Efficient?
In a multi-core architecture there is always a possibility to power gate the core
when its not used for power savings. This technique could also be used to recover from NBTI induced stress as NBTI recovers when the PMOS is switched
off. In this direction there are couple of literature [74, 75] that studies the efficacy

Normalized %delay fall-out
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Figure 3.19. Decrease in delay fall-out (%) of the pipeline (implemented with dynamic
CS technique) with increase in delay guard-band. (Note:- CS means clock Cycle time
Stealing)

of NBTI-aware load balancing and NBTI-aware core-gating in sharing the NBTI
stress among the multiple-cores in the system. In this subsection we assess the
efficiency of core-gating using a metric that looks at the ratio between the amount
of stress recovered and the time needed for that recovery. In Figure 3.20 we show
the normalized PMOS stress induced threshold voltage aging (AC to DC factor)
dependence on its input static probability or duty factor (probability of the PMOS
in the ON state). One can observe that cores operating with a duty factor of 97-
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100% will benefit a lot from core-gating as ACDC curve has a steep slope in this
region. However, a more probable zone of core operation is 75% where the slope of
the ACDC curve is flat leading to very low ratio of aging recovery from core-gating
to the recovery time. In essence, core-gating is efficient only when the PMOS in
the critical path of the core operates with very high static probability of 97-100%.
Core-gating is inefficient when the core activity is in the 25-75% range where the
recovery time is too high to achieve even a minimal NBTI reduction that may
adversely affect the availability of the core.
1.2

ACDC factor

1

x
Duty factor=y*100/x
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Figure 3.20. Core-gating efficiency

3.4

Soft Error Analysis and Optimizations of Celements in Asynchronous Circuits

In this section, we present a soft error analysis of C-elements (control circuit in an
asynchronous circuit is comprised mostly of Muller C-elements [76]) and propose
methods to harden these circuits against soft errors. In Section 3.4.1 we introduce
the asynchronous circuits and Muller C-element and examine their soft error vulnerability in section 3.4.2. Section 3.4.4 provides various methods to enhance the
soft error tolerance of Muller C-element.

3.4.1

Asynchronous Circuits

According to the underlying timing models, asynchronous circuits can be classified
as Huffman Circuits where the delay of gates and wires are bounded; delay insensi-
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tive circuits where the delay of gates and wires are unbounded; speed-independent
circuits where gate delays are unbounded and wires delays are negligible compared
with gate delays; and QDI circuits which assume unbounded gate and wire delays
with isochronic forks. Among these design styles, QDI circuits have unique advantages in that they make the least timing assumptions (no gate and wire delay
assumptions) on the implementation while the circuits function correctly in a wide
range of operating environment with variations [77].
Since there is no clock network in asynchronous designs, the synchronization
between the sender and receiver is controlled by handshaking protocol [76] as shown
in Figure 3.21a. The handshaking protocol can be implemented in either two-phase
or four-phase. A timing diagram for the four-phase handshaking protocol is shown
in Figure 3.21b. The Muller C-element [76] is a fundamental circuit element widely

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.21. (a) Asynchronous communication. (b) 4-Phase handshake protocol.

used for control synchronization in asynchronous designs. In general, a C-element
is a state holding circuit which is transparent when all its inputs are equal, and
holds the previous output otherwise. Table 3.1 shows the truth table for a 2-input
Muller-C element.
Input
1
0
0
1
1

Input
2
0
1
0
1

Output
0
Prev-output
Prev-output
1

Table 3.1. Truth Table for Muller-C element

Considering the criticality of C-elements in asynchronous design, we study their
sensitivity to particle strike, and discuss the optimization techniques to increase
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their soft error tolerance. In this work, four static single rail C-element implementations introduced by Shams et. al [78] are taken for analysis as shown in
Figure 3.22. Figure 3.22a shows one of the C-element implementation with con-

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.22. (a) SC, (b) SIL, (c) MSIL, (d) SS.

ventional pull-up and pull-down circuit followed in [79]. Figure 3.22b shows the
C-element implementation with an inverter latch [80], and Figure 3.22c with a
modified inverter latch. Finally Figure 3.22d shows a C-element implementation
with a symmetric topology as in [81].
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3.4.2

Soft Error Analysis and Results

The nodes which are taken for soft error analysis are numbered as shown in Figure 3.22. The particle strikes at these nodes is modeled as a double exponential
current source [82] with a fast rise and a slow decay characterized by equation 1
as shown in Figure 3.23.
−t

−t

I(t) = Ipeak × (e τa − e τb ),
Where Ipeak =

Q
,
τa −τb

(3.16)

and Q is the charge collected due to particle strike. τa and

τb are ion-track establishment time constants respectively. Figure 3.23 shows a
snapshot of the C-element with injection of the negative spike at node ’c’ and
the transient voltage caused by this current spike. By varying the peak of this
waveform we try to find the minimum height for an error to appear at the output
of the C-element.

Figure 3.23. Soft error injection

The minimal amount of charge necessary to create a bit flip at the output is
called critical charge or Q-critical ( Qcrit ). Here we observe bit flip at the output
of the C-element namely ’c’ when it is in state zero and a = high and b = low.
The Qcrit for SC, SIL, MSIL and SS are measured at 45, 70, 100, 130 and 180nm
technology using Berkeley Predictive Technology Model [53]. Figure 3.24a shows
the Qcrit at node 1 when the C-element is in state zero. Drastic reduction in Qcrit
evinces a need for higher SEU tolerant design in the future technologies.
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Figure 3.24. (a) Qcrit at node one, (b)Qcrit for C-element when node c is in state zero,
and (c) and node c is in state one.

We observe bit flip at the output of the C-element namely ’c’ when it is at
state zero and one. We compare only the Qcrit at nodes 1, 2, 3, and c, since they
are common to all implementations. Figure 3.24b ( 3.24c) shows the Qcrit for each
of the nodes when the C-element stores a zero (one) in 70nm. We observe that
for all the nodes except the output node ’c’, the Qcrit for SIL is more than 1.5
times as other implementation. This analysis gives a relative comparison of Qcrit
for different implementations of the C-element, and helps in picking up a design
which will obtain maximum benefits from circuit optimization for soft errors.

3.4.3

Optimization Techniques

This section presents 3 optimization techniques applied to the SIL circuit. The
SIL circuit contains a keeper circuit at the output to hold the previous value. The
first technique is to modify the keeper circuit in this C-element in a way as shown
in Figure 3.25a. This new keeper circuit implementation is similar to that in a
SER tolerant SRAM called DICE memory cell [83]. Here the transistors taking
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inputs ’a’ and ’b’ are sized up to twice the normal size to drive the DICE cell.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.25. (a) SIL with modified keeper circuit, (b) SIL with explicit capacitance at
ode 3, (c) SIL with explicit capacitance and stack nodes.

The second and the third techniques are inserting explicit capacitor at the sensitive node to increase the resilience to SEU. A capacitor is formed by connecting
both the drain and the source of the NMOS (PMOS) to GND (VDD), as explained
in [84]. This capacitor can be connected to the SER susceptible node to increase
the node capacitance. Cell level explicit capacitance insertion technique has been
studied in [84]. Node capacitance is formed by connecting NMOS and PMOS capacitance in parallel to the SER susceptible node as will be explained in techniques
two and three.
In the second technique we implement SIL with an explicit capacitance introduced at node 3 which is the most critical node, since it has the least Qcrit among
other nodes as seen from Figure 3.24b and 3.24c. Figure 3.25b shows the SIL with
the explicit capacitance enclosed in circle. In the third technique we implement
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SIL with the stacked nodes in the feedback inverter in the latch along with the
explicit capacitance in the stacked nodes and node 3 as shown in Figure 3.25c.
Figure 3.26 shows the Qcrit for nodes in the optimized SIL normalized over
the un-optimized SIL. Figure 3.25a shows the results for SIL circuit with modified
keeper circuit. The Qcrit values are doubled at all nodes except at the output
node ’c’ as expected. The Qcrit at node c decreases by 10% when it is at high.
Improvement in Qcrit at Nodes 1 and 2 are due to sized up transistor as mentioned
before. Improvement at node 3 is attributed to sizing up of the transistors and
also due to the DICE memory cell which adds four gate-capacitances to node 3.
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Figure 3.26. Qcrit for (a) SIL with modified keeper circuit, (b) SIL with explicit
capacitance at ode 3, (c) SIL with explicit capacitance and stack nodes.

Results for the SIL circuit with the explicit capacitance insertion are shown
in Figure 3.25b and 3.25c. Figure 3.25b shows a 3-8% improvement in the Qcrit .
Figure 3.25c shows the results for the SIL circuit with the stacked nodes and the
explicit capacitance. Here we actually observe that the Qcrit at nodes 1, 2 and 3
decreases. This decrease in Qcrit at nodes 1, 2 and 3 is due to the increase in the
sensitivity of the latch to writing 0/1. We observe that the 0/1 writing time for
the latch in this C-element decreases 50-66% compared to 0/1 writing time for the
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SIL implementation in Figure 3.22b. The node ’c’ shows 20% improvement due
to additional 2 gate capacitance at the output compared to SIL implementation
in Figure 3.22b. Qcrit for nodes 4 and 5 (for the SIL circuit with the stacked
nodes and the explicit capacitance) are not shown in Figure 3.25c as they aren’t
as critical as nodes 1, 2 and 3. Qcrit for nodes 4 and 5 are 1.5-2.5x times the Qcrit
of nodes 1, 2 and 3.

3.4.4

Tradeoffs

In [85], power and performance characteristics of SIL, SS and SC are compared.
The MSIL shares similar characteristics of power and performance to SIL. SIL
implementation differs from SS and SC by 10% less in performance and 50% more
in power, respectively. Since the SIL implementation has at least 1.5 times better SER tolerance than SS and SC, it is chosen for optimization. We compare
here the performance and power for the original SIL implementation and three
SER-optimized implementations. Schematic for original SIL, as well as the SERoptimized SIL-1, SIL-2, SIL-3 implementations are shown in Figure 3.22b , 3.25b ,
3.25c, and 3.25d respectively. Figure 3.27a shows the timing for storing 0 and 1 for
the four SIL implementations. Figure 3.27b shows the average power consumption
and area for the four SIL implementations.
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Figure 3.27. (a) Timing. (b) Power and area trade-offs for SER hardened C-element
circuit

Figure 3.27a shows that the time for writing 0/1 for SIL, SIL-1, and SIL-2 are
within 10-25% of difference. SIL-3 shows 75% improvement in the time for writing1 while an improvement of 10% for writing-0 compared to SIL. The improvement
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in the performance for SIL-3 is the decrease in the strength of the feedback inverter
due to stacking.
The SIL circuits were implemented in 70nm technology. The power consumption of SIL-1 was expectedly high due to the complex keeper circuit implementation. Similar trend is observed for area of SIL-1 as shown in Figure 3.27b.
Overall SIL-1 implementation has higher reliability against soft errors with negligible performance degradation, at the expense of 1.5x power consumption and
2.15x area penalty compared to SIL implementation. The writing 0/1 time for
SIL-1 is 25%/5% more than the SIL.

3.5

Summary

In this paper, we established a framework to link the effect of intrinsic NBTI
variability to statistical delay distribution of library cells, more complex circuits
and pipeline systems. Circuit delay fall-out (-of time0 manufacturing 3σ statistical
spread of product delay) is predicted to have power-law dependence on stress time.
The obtained circuit level delay fall-out model is used to derive a stress-time dependent statistical pipeline timing error model using, which its impact on pipeline
stage count is assessed. Using our statistical model framework, the presence of wide
difference among the pipeline stage delay fall-out response to intrinsic variability
in NBTI is predicted and shown to worsen with technology scaling. Consequently,
it is proven to be statistically inefficient to use NBTI induced mean delay aging
for guard-banding the pipeline. In this regard, the benefits of extending cycle
time stealing technique to handle pipeline delay fall-outs at runtime is analyzed.
It is shown that 30% lesser delay guard-band is needed compared to the pipeline
operating without dynamic cycle time stealing technique at the end of 10 years.
Soft error analysis of four popular CMOS implementations of the Muller Celement has been carried out. SIL implementation is found to dominate over other
CMOS implementation of C-elements in terms of overall resilience to soft errors.
Hardening techniques to improve the soft error resilience of C-elements were analyzed. SIL implementation with DICE memory cell was shown to have higher
soft error resilience. Results show 2x improvements in Qcrit for our proposed techniques with 1.5X power and 2.15X area overhead and 10% performance overhead
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on average.

Chapter

4

On-Chip Memory Reliability
Modeling, Prediction, and Solutions
4.1

Introduction

In this chapter we will analyze critical reliability issues, namely NBTI and SER in
SoC on-chip memories. On-chip memory size at few Mega Bytes (MB), occupies
50% and more of total processor footprint [86]. On-chip cache capacity (L2 and L3)
has shown an increasing trend to match with the increased core count, and also to
alleviate the widening memory-core performance gap. Intel incorporates on-chip
L3 cache of 24 Mega Bytes (MB) into its Montecito dual-core Itanium processors
[28]. Increasing on-chip memory size has hindered the performance, power, and
yield of caches due to poor technology scaling trend and manufacturing induced
process variation.
However, manufacturing a fast and a low-power memory with high time0 yield
does not necessarily ensure yield over its operational lifetime as technology scales.
Increased memory size in a product has increased the probability of lifetime reliability issues in front-end-of-line like (NBTI, TDDB, HCE), and in back-end-of-line
like electron migration (EM), Voltage dependent di-electric Break Down (VBD)
among others in memory array [87]. Additionally the reliability mechanisms have
intrinsic variability and is evident even in memory arrays of few MB’s that sees 6σ
variations [17].
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A less potent but fastly emerging transient phenomenon called soft errors belong to a different category of memory reliability issue. Soft error is a classic
example of an uncontrollable extrinsic energetic particles (neutron and alpha particles in space) interacting with memory arrays to create a flip in the stored data.
However much one may incorporate ECC and multiplexing in memory, the increasing probability of multi-bit-upsets with technology scaling threatens the integrity
of the stored data in a large memory arrays like SRAMs and Embedded DRAMs
(eDRAM). Though the Failure-in-Time (FIT) rate from soft errors decreases with
technology scaling due to area scaling, multiplicity of an error in a single event upset has become a prime concern for many critical applications [88]. In this regard,
we model the cross-technology trend for eDRAM and SRAM and compare the two
in Section 4.4.
die 2
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Figure 4.1. (a) Face-to-face bonding and (b) Face-to-back bonding showing two layer
silicon stacks with 3D via or TSV

Recently, there has been a migration in the implementation of on-chip memory
using multi-layer stacking process demonstrating performance, bandwidth, power,
and heterogeneous integration benefits [89, 90]. Current 3D IC manufacturing
process supports wafer-to-wafer, die-to-wafer, die-to-die chip stacking technology
using face-to-face (f2f) or face-to-back (f2b) bonding (Figure 4.1) that enables
denser and shorter inter stack communication leading to increased bandwidth and
performance [91, 92]. Nho et al. [89] demonstrated 3D Static Random Access
Memory (SRAM) architecture that could reduce the SRAM access delay by 1.8x
and the active power consumption by 3.4x due to the decreased bit-line capacitance
and decoder delay compared with SRAM implemented in 2D.
Previous work [89] on 3D SRAM concentrated on utilizing TSV for harness-
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ing performance and power benefits within a single technology. In this work we
identify the diminishing returns for on-chip SRAM memories as technology scales.
Subsequently in Section 4.3 we propose to use heterogeneous 3D on-chip SRAM
as an alternative way to obtain the performance benefits from the move towards
newer technology while keeping the yield and power issues to minimum by using
an older technology with minimal memory capacity impact.

4.2

Background and Related Work

In this section we introduce the current reliability issues in on-chip SRAM and
eDRAM concentrating on NBTI and SER and present the current literature study
in this area thus conveying the motivation for our work. Given the size of onchip SRAM, one can expect a 6σ variation in the process parameters, which may
drive the SRAM cell to operate under worst-case conditions, leading to its reduced operational stability [93]. Further, increased dominance of Drain Induced
Barrier Lowering (DIBL) in short channel devices is also considered to be another
major source of SRAM stability issue with technology scaling [94]. Figure 4.2(a)
and 4.2(b) shows the SRAM transfer characteristics and the corresponding read
SNM in 45nm and 32nm. A relative decrease in SNM in 32nm is shown compared
with the SNM in 45nm due to increased DIBL and also process variability due to
reduced cell dimensions. Further with the advent of NBTI [17, 18] as a dominant
aging mechanism the SRAM cell SNM degrades further thus affecting its lifetime
reliability.
SRAM performance improvement has been diminishing with technology due
to poor wire delay scaling. The technology road-map for interconnects predicts
exponential increase in the wire resistance and poor scaling of the capacitance
[66]. In such a scenario, the SRAM access critical path consisting of the word-line,
6T-cell, the bit line and the sense-amplifiers will be increasingly dominated by wire
delay compared with the logic delay. Hence we can expect a diminishing trend for
SRAM performance as technology scales. With on-chip SRAM occupying 50% of
the processor area, one can expect its power mainly the contribution from leakage
to be sizable. Additionally, the leakage dominance of SRAM will worsen with
technology scaling due to increasing sub-threshold, and gate tunneling leakage.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.2. SRAM voltage-transfer characteristics (VTC) showing read SNM (10
HSPICE based Monte Carlo runs) in (a) 45nm, and (b) 32nm (Note: Read SNM denotes
the side-length of maximum square nested inside the VTC as shown in the above figure)

Finally and most importantly, the exponential increase in integration capacity
with technology scaling confining to Moore’s law has led to an increased challenge
in manufacturing and the associated cost.
Advent of 3D IC technology provides a cost effective alternative path for continuing the Moore’s Law in the third dimension. However careful selection of the
3D-stack count, die stacking process, and effective Known Good Die (KGD) testing strategy to overcome stacking yield loss needs attention. Hence architecting
a design in 3D with cost-awareness at an early stage is inevitable. The overall
technology-scaling trend leads to diminishing performance, power, yield and cost
for SRAM. Hence we explore the possible shift towards heterogeneous on-chip 3D
SRAM implementation, to obtain a cost-effective ideal SRAM configuration by
balancing all the above-mentioned metrics.
eDRAM is a 1-Transistor (1T) cell manufactured with mixed MIM and logic
technology process. Due to its high density compared to SRAM it is widely used in
the current SoC systems with large memory requirement with speed being lower in
priority. The capacitance of eDRAM is an order of magnitude higher than SRAM
internal node and hence it has been proven to have lower SER. Hyungsoon et
al. [95] proposed alpha SER model for DRAM memories and used it to analyze the
effect of trench capacitance and cell-to-cell distance on SER. Hideyuki et al. [96]
proposed a SER improved TCAM memory cell using eDRAM as a SER robust error
retreving circuitry. Philip et al. [97] proposed a SRAM with backend capacitors
manufactured using eDRAM process to decrease SRAM SER. In this direction,
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we perform a cross technology eDRAM versus SRAM SER prediction based on a
compact analytical SER model.

4.3

Cost-Aware On-Chip 3D SRAM Yield Analysis

4.3.1

3D Cache Performance, Power, Cost, and Lifetime
Yield Analysis Flow

We implemented an integrated analysis flow (Figure 4.3) to evaluate the performance, power, manufacturing cost, and NBTI induced lifetime yield loss for heterogeneous 3D caches. Detailed explanation for the assessment of each metric is
given in the following subsections (4.3.1.1 to 4.3.1.4).
4.3.1.1

Cache Performance and Power Model

To assess the on-chip cache area, performance and power, we use a cache-modeling
tool CACTI 6.0 [28] at the macro level with transistor models from BPTM modelcard [53] and interconnect parameters referred from ITRS [66]. At the circuit
level, we assumed a conventional 6-Transistor (6T) SRAM cell (Figure 4.4(a)).
The timing and power characteristics are derived based on HSPICE simulation
using public domain BPTM modelcard [53]. We assumed a conventional layout of
the 6T SRAM cell and the associated area model [98]. The SRAM cell transistors
(PUx, PDx and PGx) are sized relatively to have a stable cell read, access and
write properties [55]. SRAM transistor dimensions are scaled by 0.7x with technology scaling. A conventional SRAM macro (Figure 4.4(b)) is modeled consisting of
decoder, word-line drivers, SRAM array, I/O block, sense-amp, bit-line pre-charge
and output circuitry [99].
4.3.1.2

Manufacturing Induced Process Variation Model

Process variation can be subdivided into global and local variation. Global variation encompasses inter-die, inter-wafer, and inter-lot variation, while the local
variation covers the within-die (WID) variations. We consider the effect of only
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Figure 4.3. Combined 3D cache analysis flow

the WID variation that is modeled through Vt (assuming Gaussian distribution) to
track statistical SRAM stability. WID variation across technology is tracked using
the device dimension dependent time0 Vt distribution [58, 93] shown in (4.1).
K2 ∗ TOx
σ(Vt ) = √
AGOx

(4.1)

,where, TOx is effective gate oxide thickness and AGOx is its area, K2 is a process
dependent constant.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.4. (a) 6T SRAM cell schematic and (b) SRAM macro

4.3.1.3

Intrinsic NBTI Induced Variability Model

NBTI induces PMOS ∆Vt shift when it is negatively biased under high temperature conditions thus potentially risking the SRAM stability [17]. The NBTI induced static shift in PMOS ∆Vt is modeled based on the methodology introduced
in Chapter 2. To predict SRAM circuit lifetime we statically calculate the Vt
degradation at each transistor in SRAM assuming 0.5 static signal probabilities
at their inputs. The NBTI induced Vt degradation is incorporated by adjusting the DELVTO parameter in HSPICE (using public domain BSIM4 model-card
[53]). Additionally, in the current and future technology, the intrinsic variability
in NBTI (NBTI-induced statistical variation) leads to ∆Vt mismatch in SRAMs
that needs to be considered as an additional source of random variation [17, 18].
Thus the intrinsic NBTI induced ∆Vt variability (σ(∆Vt ) is modeled (as shown
in Chapter 2) and incorporated into the aging extraction framework to track the
transistor ∆Vt ) spread with stress time.
4.3.1.4

3D IC Cost and Thermal Model

Manufacturing cost is sensitive to the early design decision. For example the
choice of technology, die area, metal layer count; thermal design package selection
based on chip thermal limits can be critical in deciding the manufacturing cost.
Manufacturing cost is all the more important to consider in analysis of 3D IC as it
affects all the afore-mentioned cost sensitive parameters [91]. 3D IC manufacturing
cost is modeled using our in-house 3D IC cost analysis tool that takes into account
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technology node, die area, metal layer count, die yield, bonding cost (we assume
f2b bonding in this work), and KGD test cost among others [91]. Thermal profiling
of the 3D Cache is done using a finite-element analysis based 3D Hotspot tool [100]
that models both per-layer and interlayer heat flow.

4.3.2

3D SRAM Yield Estimation

In this work we characterize four stability metrics for a planar SRAM to calculate
its yield at time0 as well with stress during its operational lifetime. They are
namely, hold, access, read, and write stabilities.
Hold Stability Estimation
Hold stability is calculated at minimal supply voltage that ensures SRAM cell data
retention at 6-sigma (σ) process corner. The minimal data retention or the hold
voltage (Vhmin ) decides the sleep mode voltage of the SRAM for leakage reduction.
Hold failures are tracked by extracting the voltage dependent hold failure probability distribution (using Monte Carlo based HSPICE simulation) and fitted to
non-central χ2 -distribution [98]. Subsequently, the voltage (Vhmin ) corresponding
to the hold failure probability that leads to negligible failure at 6-sigma corner is
used as minimum sleep voltage in the SRAMs.
Access Stability Estimation
The access stability is calculated as the capability of the SRAM cell to drive the
bit-line within a specified delay. However due to the variation in SRAM transistor
parameters, the worst case (6σ) cell current (that is dependent only on the strength
of PDx, and PGx) might be insufficient to provide enough margin for the sense
amplifier detection thus creating access failure [98]. Access stabilities are calculated using a quasi-analytical Monte-Carlo based methodology [98] and the access
timings are given enough margins to prevent any access failures at time0. SRAM
lifetime yield is mainly affected by NBTI in PMOS transistors. Hence we do not
concentrate on access failures, as they are dependent only on NMOS transistors
(PGx and PDx) in the 6T cell (shown in Figure 4.4(a)).
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Read/Write Stability Estimation
The SRAM cells read (read SRAM cell data without its destruction) and write
(successful write to cell within a specified time) stabilities are calculated using a
quasi-analytical Monte-Carlo based methodology [55]. Read, and write stabilities
are affected both at time0 (due to process variation) and during its operational
lifetime (due to NBTI induced ∆Vt perturbation in the SRAM cell transistors).
With SRAM operational time, NBTI induced ∆Vt shift and its spread increases,
decreasing read stabilities of the 6T cell while enhancing write stability [98]. Read
failure probability (Pc read (t)) of a SRAM cell is obtained under process and intrinsic NBTI variation using a critical point sampling (CPS) technique introduced by
Kang et al. [55].
Write stability is modeled by assessing the bit-line write margin (BLWM) of
the 6T cell under varying process and NBTI parameters using a quasi-analytical
Monte Carlo based methodology [55] and model is extended for larger SRAM array
size. BLWM is measured as the highest BL voltage needed to flip the cell while
keeping WL high and BLB pre-charged high and BL ramped down from high
[101]. Statistical distribution of BLWM is obtained using 1000 Monte Carlo based
HSPICE simulation and fitted to a normal distribution. Thus, the write failure
probability (Pc write (t)) is obtained by fixing a specified lower limit for write margin
at time0 (BLWM0), and tracking the statistical failure probability of a SRAM cell
to meet this margin as shown in (4.2).
Pc write (t) = P (BLW M < BLW M0 )

(4.2)

The SRAM cell failure probability (Pc ) (4.3) is thus calculated as a union of timedependent read (Pc read (t)) and write-failure (Pc write (t)) probabilities [55].
Pc (t) = Pc read (t) ∩ Pc write (t)

(4.3)

The calculated cell failure probability (Pc (t)) is used in calculating the 2D
SRAM array failure probability (Pmem 2D (t)) as shown in (4.7) [55]. The total number of SRAM cells in the memory array is calculated as (Ncol + Ncol red ) ∗ (Nrow ),

where Ncol , and Nrow are number of SRAM cells along the column and row, while
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Ncol red is the number of redundant column cells incorporated into the memory
array for yield improvement. The calculated per-layer 2D SRAM array failure
probability is extended to calculate the overall 3D memory failure probability
(Pmem 3D (t)) as shown in (4.8).
Pcol (t) = 1 − (1 − Pc (t))Nrow
P (F (0)) =

Ncol
X

i=Ncol

red +1



Ncol
i



(4.4)

∗ Pcol (0)i ∗ (1 − Pcol (0))Ncol −i

(4.5)

P (F (t)|S(0)) = 1 − (1 − Pcol (t))Ncol

(4.6)

Pmem 2D (t) = P (F (0)) + P (F (t)|S(0)) ∗ (1 − P (F (0)))

(4.7)

Nlayer

Pmem 3D (t) = 1 −

Y

(Pmem 2D i (t))

(4.8)

i=1

,where Pcol (t) (4.4) is time dependent SRAM column failure probability, F (t) and
S(t) are time dependent per-layer SRAM failure and success probabilities, and
P (F (t)|S(0)) (4.6) is the per-layer memory failure probability given its initial time0
success.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.5. (a) 3D SRAM yield versus layer count with 4MB of memory per layer
under 125C of operational temperature (in 32nm technology). (b) 3D SRAM with 4 layer
(4x4MB) yield with time under different temperature conditions (in 32nm technology)
(Note: We use Ncol =8192, Nrow =4096 (for 4MB SRAM), and Ncol red = 5% ∗ Ncol based
on the memory configuration assumed by Kang et al. [55])

Using the above-derived 3D SRAM failure probability, three main parameters
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affecting the 3D SRAM array yield namely, the layer count, temperature of operation, and its operational time is captured. Increase of layer count in the 3D SRAM
stack comes with higher yield loss (Figure 4.5(a)) due to the increased probability
of at-least one of the layer failing. Increase in temperature exponentially accelerates NBTI mechanism (2.5) and hence increases SRAM yield loss (Figure 4.5(b)).
And finally the operational time increases yield loss, due to the time dependence
(2.5) of NBTI mechanism (Figure 4.5(a) and 4.5(b)). In the 3D memory configuration, though inter-die variation exists between layers, we do not consider them
in our analysis. This is because inter-die or global variation leads to systematic Vt
shift in each die that can be effectively reduced by post-silicon body bias tuning
[102].

4.3.3

3D SRAM Cost Versus Lifetime Yield

Overall benefits from different parameters like manufacturing cost, lifetime yield,
performance, and power metrics drive the move towards multiple-layer stacking
for on-chip caches. In this regard the move towards 3D integration comes with
additional cost related to implementation of TSV technology, area increase due
to TSV inclusion, and die bonding yield loss. Hence making an early analysis of
the manufacturing cost along with other metrics (lifetime yield, performance, and
power) is inevitable. Additionally adopting heterogeneous integration of multiple
technologies (combining older technology with the newer one) can offset the concerns with the maturity (manufacturing cost, lifetime yield, and power metrics) of
the newer technology. Thus gaining performance benefits from the move towards
a newer technology while keeping cost, power, and lifetime yield at minimum.
4.3.3.1

Planar versus Homogeneous 3D Caches

To assess the benefits of the combined analysis, we initially take two cache configurations C1 and C2 with planar and homogeneous 3D cache implementation
respectively (Figure 4.6). Cache configurations C1 and C2 implements 32MB of
on-chip L2 cache. The cache density doubles with the same die footprint when
moving from 32nm to 22nm technology. The area is modeled based on our transistor dimension scaling assumption (refer subsection 4.3.1.1) plugged into the
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CACTI 6.0 cache-modeling tool [28] in our combined analysis flow (Figure 4.3)
that includes both peripheral and SRAM array area models. TSV dimension is
assumed to be 0.2µm [103] and the associated area overhead is factored in to the
area model.

(C1)

(C2)

Figure 4.6. Planar and Homogeneous 3D cache configuration (C1 and C2 respectively)
taken for yield versus cost analysis.

The access delay of the 3D cache is set to the layer with the maximum delay
in the 3D cache configuration. Total cache power is calculated as a combination of
dynamic and temperature dependent active leakage power dissipated in the cache
bank that is activated, while rest of the power is calculated from the sleep mode
leakage of other banks that are held at low voltage (Vhmin ). Thermal profiling
is done using HOTSPOT tool [100] in which we assume a microprocessor core
to exist at the bottom layer in the multi-layered configuration, connected to the
heat spreader and heat sink (the core is assumed to dissipate 100 Watts of power
in accordance with the current generation processor power ratings excluding the
power dissipated by on-chip memory). The power density for the given example is higher in comparison with the current generation micro-processor due to
absence of mature power optimization assumptions. However, the conclusions derived based on these power density values will hold valid in a relative scale due
to monotonous relation of the cost and yield on the power density. The lifetime
yield is obtained using our 3D memory yield calculation setup (Section 4.3.2), and
finally the manufacturing cost is obtained using our in-house 3D IC cost analysis
tool [91].
Figure 4.7 compares the trend in manufacturing cost, lifetime yield, performance, and power across the chosen cache configurations C1 and C2. Though the
cost of manufacturing a 32nm die is lower compared to 22nm, the move from C1
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to C2 increases the total cost by 40%. The main reason being the increase in the
number of layers in the 3D-stack (increasing the cost related to die bonding) and
also the number of dies needed per product. Along with the cost, the yield for C2
also increased compared with C1. This is due to the decrease in power where the
SRAM leakage power in 32nm is 2x lesser compared with 22nm for the same die
footprint and hence lesser temperature effect on the NBTI induced lifetime yield.

Figure 4.7. Manufacturing cost, lifetime yield (at 10yrs), performance, and power of
3D Cache configuration.

4.3.3.2

Homogeneous versus Heterogeneous 3D Caches

In this section, we compare the homogeneous with heterogeneous 3D caches and
present the benefits of the latter. We analyze a homogeneous 3D cache configuration C3 with 32MB capacity in 22nm, and two alternative heterogeneous 3D cache
configurations C4 and C5, implementing 24MB of heterogeneous on-chip L2 cache
using both 22nm and 32nm technology (Figure 4.8). Homogeneous 3D cache configuration C3 is chosen to reduce the chip footprint (that can potentially save on
manufacturing cost) while maintaining 32MB of memory to make a fair comparison with C1 and C2. C4 is mainly obtained to gain on performance, power, cost,
and yield while taking a 25% hit on the memory capacity (moving from 32MB to
24MB), that is possible with the heterogeneous integration capability offered by
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3D IC manufacturing process. Finally, C5 is obtained by swapping the layers of
C4, the benefits of which will be discussed later in the section.

(C3)

(C4)

(C5)

Figure 4.8. Homogeneous 3D cache configuration (C3) and Heterogeneous 3D cache
configuration (C4 and C5) taken for yield versus cost analysis.

The access delay of 3D cache configuration C3 improved by 20% compared with
C1 and C2, due to reduction in cache size by half and the associated delay with
wire parasitic and decoder delay (Figure 4.7 and 4.9). The manufacturing cost of
C3 goes down by 20% compared with C1 and 50% compared with C2. This is
due to the die size reduction by half, leading to higher number of good-die yield
per wafer in C3 compared with C1 and C2. However, the power consumption of
C3 goes up by 25% compared with C1, and almost doubled in comparison with
C2. This is due to increased power density and hence higher thermal congestion
between layers in C3 compared with C1. More importantly, due to higher thermal
congestion, the lifetime yield of C3 goes down to 61% from 85-90% for C1 and C2.
The performance and manufacturing cost benefits of C3 comes with high power
and low lifetime yield. Subsequently, we analyze the heterogeneous 3D cache configuration C4 and C5 to alleviate the power and lifetime yield issue with C3. Manufacturing cost reduction in C4 (30% compared with C1 and 50% compared with
C2) comes mainly from the die size reduction by half, leading to higher number of
good-die yield in a wafer compared with C1 and C2. Additionally, manufacturing
cost savings of 8% in C4 compared to C3 is obtained by averaging the manufacturing cost in 22nm and 32nm. The access delay of the C4 (same as C3) decreased
by 20% going from configuration C1 and C2 to C4 due to the reduction in cache
size by half and the associated delay with the wire parasitic and decoder delay.
Configuration C4 has power that is 40% lesser than C3, as C4 is a heterogeneous
combination of caches in 22nm and 32nm node. As a result of reduced power and
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thermal congestion, the lifetime yield in configuration C4 goes up to 82.3% from
61% in C3.

Figure 4.9. Manufacturing cost, lifetime yield (at 10yrs), performance, and power of
3D Cache configuration (C3, C4, and C5). (Note: Cost values are normalized to the
manufacturing cost of configuration C1).

Configuration C5 is obtained by swapping the two layers bringing high power
dissipating 16MB cache in 22nm closer to the heat sink while placing the cooler
cache (8MB in 32nm) away from heat sink, thus reducing thermal congestion to an
extent. Thus configuration C5 achieves 10% lesser power and 3% higher absolute
lifetime yield compared with C3. Thus using our integrated evaluation framework,
we show that heterogeneous 3D caches can be manufactured with 20% lesser cost,
while maintaining almost an equivalent lifetime yield, 50% lesser area, 30% lesser
power, and 20% higher performance in comparison with the 2D cache. Additionally, homogeneous 3D caches are found to be either highly cost ineffective (2x
higher) or lifetime yield limited (25% lower) in comparison with heterogeneous 3D
caches. Important conclusion from the study indicates manufacturing cost, performance, power and lifetime yield benefits from the move towards heterogeneous
3D cache compared with 2D caches and homogeneous 3D caches while taking a
minimal hit on the memory capacity.
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4.4

Soft Error Rate Cross-Technology Prediction
on Embedded DRAM

Soft errors has become one of the prime FIT rate deciding reliability phenomenon
in the recent technologies. Critical application involving CMOS memories are particularly vulnerable to alpha and neutron induced secondary ion generated charges.
The extrinsic particle induced charges can potentially drain the data stored in bistable elements thus creating a flip or soft error. A more potent though a rare side
effect of soft error could be a single event latch-up that can destroy the affected
device.
Current and future SoC applications are expected to integrate more than 80MB
of on-chip memory. High density on-chip Embedded DRAM (eDRAM) has been
recently promoted as an ideal replacement for SRAM in large memory applications.
eDRAM or 1-Transistor (1T memory cell) with a capacitor (MIM in this case)
stores the data. Due to the leakage and retention issues the capcatance of MIM
is quite large and hence the access delay could be slower compared to SRAM.
Though SRAM will not be replaced for first and second level caches where high
access speed is necessary, larger and higher level memory heirarchies like L3 would
find eDRAM attractive due to high density and medium access times.
In this regard we created a simple and rapid compact physics based model to
track the cross technology alpha and neutron SER trend in eDRAM and SRAM.
We silicon verified the model and obtained the technology specific parameters and
scaled them appropriately to predict the future technology trend. Using the model
framework we compared the cross technology SER trend for eDRAM and SRAM.
The purpose of the compact model is to predict the overall SER. However to predict
detailed bit-error patterns analysis one would require a Monte-Carlo based complex
simulation engine to segregate error-multiplicity probabilities of the MCUs in word
lines. Hence with this compact model we provide a initial direction of the SER
trend in two different memory types (SRAM and eDRAM) across technologies.
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4.4.1

Compact eDRAM SER Prediction Model

Two major sources of SER are alpha (from impurites in packaging material) and
neutron (cosmic source) induced secondary ions. These charged particles creates
electron-hole pairs in the silicon (Figure 4.10(a-b)) that gets collected by reversebiased junctions thus weakening the charge stored in the nodal capacitances (physical capacitance like MIM in eDRAM and internal node in SRAMs). The charge
collection mechanism due to ion strike can be explained through a fast drift and a
slow diffusion process (Equation 4.9). The fast drift process based charge collection
happens when the ion track crosses the sensitive volume comprising of the junction
and depletion depth. However, the ion tracks that are far off from the sensitive
volume leads to a slow diffusion based charge collection from the si substrate into
the sensitive volume.
Qcoll = Qdrif t + Qdif f usion

(a)

(4.9)

(b)

Figure 4.10. (a) Alpha and (b) neutron hit illustration

The charge collection mechanism for an alpha particle stike (that have low
energies in the range of 0-5MeV and hence the ion tracks incident normally onto
the sensitive volume have significance) is dominated by drift process in the sensitive
volume [104, 105]. Hence the alpha SER scaling is dependent on the sensitive depth
and hence volume scaling with technology. In other words, the Qcoll from alpha
particle strike is sensitive to technology. Apart from the intrinsic process related
effect, the nodal capacitances (that decides the critical charge or Qcrit needed to
flip the data stored in that node) of the circuit also plays an equally important
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role in deciding alpha SER.
On the other hand, secondary ions generated by neutron-si collision have differnt starting locations, energies, incident angles, and ion species [106]. Hence a
Monte-Carlo approach is usually employed to calculate all the secondary ion information and maintained as a strike database that is used in calculating the total
neutron SER [106, 107, 8]. Such a simulation approach reveal that majority of
the secondary ion tracks are parallel to the sensitive volume and statistically a
few of them pass through the sensitive volume. Hence the charge collected by the
sensitive volume is predominantly by diffusion process. This supports the observed
trend and model based neutron SER simulation work showing its weaker dependence on sensitive volume change with technology [107]. Hence statistically the
Qcoll from neutron induced ion strike is independent of the technology. Thus the
main decider for neutron SER across technology is the critical charge (minimum
charge or Qcrit needed to drain the data stored in a node).
Critical charge (Qcrit ) is the minimum Qcoll to cause a soft error. Qcrit of
embedded DRAM is related to write voltage, storage and bit-line capacitance, and
the required minimum voltage difference of the sense amplifier [95]. SER can be
induced from memory, bit and bit-bar mode of embedded DRAM. In the memory
mode, SER occurs when the storage capacitance stores logic 1. In the bit or bitbar mode, soft errors are produced from the bit or bit-bar capacitance during
floating time of bit or bit-bar line. This paper only mentions Qcrit of memory
mode since floating time of the bit-line of the samples we show is < 1ns much
smaller than cycle time of 50ns. SER contribution from Bit and bit-bar mode of
the embedded DRAM is neglected. Nominal SER of embedded DRAM can be
given as in Equation 4.10.
SERnom = Adif f ∗ SER(Qcoll /Qcrit )

(4.10)

where Adif f is diffusion area of collected charges, which is proportional to cell
size of embedded DRAM. That is, larger the cell size of embedded DRAM, larger
the FIT rate. SER(Qcoll /Qcrit ) is a function of Qcoll and Qcrit ratio. In this paper,
SER(Qcoll /Qcrit ) is obtained from cross-technology experimental SER results. For
a new generation device, as long as critical charge, junction depth and cell size
of the device is known, both alpha and neutron SER can be estimated using this
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model.

4.4.2

eDRAM Alpha and Neutron SER Prediction: Results and Discussion

Device A, B, and C are the embedded DRAMs with bulk CMOS process of three
different technologies. Technology scales down from device A to C. Cell size of
device B is normalized to 1. Device A and C are 4.3 and 0.54, respectively. Critical
charges of device A, B and C are calculated based on their write voltage of bitline (half of Vdd) and the storage capacitance. Accelerated neutron- and alphaSER results are collected for these three devices. Experimental neutron-SER is
estimated at sea level of New York City (14neutron/cm2 /hr). Experimental alphaSER is estimated using a flux of 0.001alpha/cm2 /hr of ultra-low alpha irradiation
package. All FIT rates shown in the paper have been scaled with a factor.
Qcoll of alpha particles is dependent on the depth of depletion layer. Figure 4.11(a) shows normalized depletion depth of device A, B, and C. To estimate
Qcoll from charge drift in depletion layer, an alpha particle of specific energy is
assumed to be incident vertically into drain surface. The energy of the alpha chosen for calculation is in the range of 0 to 5MeV. Then the generated charges in
depletion layer is integrated from LET of the energetic He ion penetrating in Si
depletion layer. The generated charges (Qcoll ) for device A, B, and C are 7, 4.5,
and 2.8 fC as also shown in Figure 4.11(a). Qcoll and Qcrit are two variables for
alpha modeling. To get SER function of Qcoll /Qcrit , SER of device A and device C is normalized to SER of the same cell size with device B. Figure 4.12(a)
shows area-normalized alpha SER as function of Qcoll /Qcoll of device A, B, and C
with their working voltage +/- 10%. Modeled and experimental SER at nominal
working voltage are compared as shown in Figure 4.11(a).
Qcoll of neutron SER is not strongly dependent on technology scaling since most
charges are collected from the substrate by diffusion. Qcoll will be a fixed constant
across technologies. Also, it is not necessary to take accurate Qcoll value into the
model. Qcoll of a neutron-induced ion shown in Figure 4.11(b) is an arbitrary fixed
number for device A, B, and C. The only variable to influence neutron SER is
Qcrit . Same as alpha model, experimental neutron SER of device A, B, and C are
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.11. (a) Alpha and (b) neutron SER model parameters and comparison with
data

normalized to the same cell size. Then area-normalized neutron SER as function
of Qcoll /Qcrit is plotted as shown in Figure 4.12(b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.12. Area normalized (a) alpha and (b) neutron SER model (curve) as a
function of Qcoll /Qcrit versus data (symbols)

Device D is an embedded DRAM of next generation beyond device C. Normalized cell size of device D is 0.31 compared to device B, and the calculated critical
charge is 18fC. Figure 4.13(a) shows alpha and neutron modeled SER of device D
at nominal voltage and also shows the cross-technology SER trend of embedded
DRAM. The trend shows alpha-SER declines rapidly as technology scales down
from device A to D. This is because Qcoll of alpha-SER reduces with technology
scaling but Qcrit of embedded DRAM steadily increases due to increased storage
capacitance. Qcrit larger than Qcoll of alpha suppresses SER occurrence. As shown
in Figure 4.12(a), SER trend drops rapidly when Qcoll /Qcrit is smaller than 1.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.13. (a) Alpha and neutron SER model based prediction for device D. (b)
eDRAM and SRAM SER comparison with techology scaling.

Neutron-SER is less impacted by technology scaling since Qcoll of neutron is
sufficiently higher than Qcrit and does not obviously change across technology. In
Figure 4.12(b), neutron-SER trend shows linear decrease with 1/Qcrit reduction.
One of the advantages of embedded DRAM is its smaller cell size than SRAM
to get higher bit density. SER is another advantage. Figure 4.13(b) shows SER
trend comparison for embedded DRAM and SRAM with technology scaling down
from A to D. Embedded DRAM SER drops much faster than SRAM as technology
scales since Qcrit of embedded DRAM keeps increasing different from SRAM and
the contribution of alpha-SER relatively disappears.

4.5

Summary

A combined platform for 3D SRAM analysis provides an overall insight into the design space that spans lifetime yield, manufacturing cost, performance, and power,
to help designer make a cost effective system decision at an early stage of the design.
Heterogeneous 3D on-chip caches (manufacturing caches using multiple technology node) provide performance benefits of the newer technology while lowering
the power, lifetime, and manufacturing cost issues with it. Using our integrated
evaluation framework, we show that heterogeneous 3D caches can be manufactured
with 20% lesser cost, while maintaining almost an equivalent lifetime yield, 50%
lesser area, 30% lesser power, and 20% higher performance in comparison with
the 2D cache. Additionally, homogeneous 3D caches are found to be either highly
cost ineffective (2x higher) or lifetime yield limited (25% lower) in comparison with
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heterogeneous 3D caches. Important conclusion from the study indicates manufacturing cost, performance, power and lifetime yield benefits from the move towards
heterogeneous 3D cache compared with 2D caches and homogeneous 3D caches
while taking a minimal hit on the memory capacity.
A simple and rapid SER prediction methodology has been demonstrated. It
is not required to extract accurate diffusion area from device layout and execute
complicated simulations for setting up a statistical database of charge-collected
events. Besides SER modeling for embedded DRAM, this method can also be
used for SRAM and sequential logic SER prediction.

Chapter

5

On-Chip Bus Reliability Analysis and
Solutions
5.1

Introduction

On-chip system bus forms the main backbone of the system, communicating data
across the chip. In this work we look into the degradation of AMBA AHB [30],
one of such on-chip bus architectures in SoC based systems, due to two different
physical phenomena, namely NBTI and HCE. NBTI is a gate-oxide reliability
mechanism primarily occuring in negatively stressed PMOS that is explained in
detail in Chapter 2. On the other hand, NMOS transistors are primarily dominated
by HCE caused by hot carriers creating interface damage resulting in increase
of NMOS threshold voltage. Device degradation models for HCE are presented
in Section 2.3.1. With the multi-core integration on chip, system bus will be
highly utilized leading to high switching transitions compared to other parts of the
system. HCE being a reliability phenomenon associated mainly with switching
transitions, we combined NBTI and HCE analysis for system bus aging analysis in
Section 5.3.2. Subsequently a hardware based solution is proposed to pro-actively
counter bus aging in Section 5.3.3.
Code size reduction is one of the most important design goals for embedded
systems, because embedded systems are space and cost sensitive and memory is
one of the most restricted resources. As technology scales, on-chip bus power
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consumption becomes an important part of the overall embedded system power
consumption. Lahiri et al. [33] demonstrated that the on-chip bus can consume
significant power that is comparable to other well-known primary sources of power
consumption (such as embedded processor and caches). Another impact of technology scaling is the increasing importance of bus crosstalk. The inter-wire capacitance becomes dominant compared to the wire-to-substrate capacitance (self
capacitance) [31], and the power consumption due to crosstalk induced coupling
capacitance can dominate the power consumption due to the self capacitance.
Even though the primary goal of code compression techniques is to reduce the
size of the instruction memory such that the system cost is reduced, it is essentially a re-encoding of the instruction bus and can be used as a scheme to reduce
the instruction bus power consumption and crosstalk. In this paper, we demonstrate a scheme that can efficiently reduce bus power consumption and crosstalk
without sacrificing the compression ratio, by using a Variable-to-Fixed (V2F) code
compression technique.

5.2

Background and Related Work

In this section we highlight the current lack of aging related study in on-chip bus
architecture and present our direction in providing a solution to increase bus timing
integrity. On-chip bus reliability in general has been studied from the perspective
of transient errors [108, 109] or hard faults in Network-on-Chip [110]. Kodi et. al.
[111] proposed a NoC architecture that reduces power that indirectly provides more
headroom for temperature and NBTI induced aging effects. However they did not
investigate fault tolerant NoC architectures in the presence of aging. To best of our
knowledge the current work in this chapter is the first aging analysis performed
for AMBA bus systems. In this regard, an important issue in countering BUS
aging is the dynamic detection of the degradation and adaptation during real time
operation. We assess hardware based approaches to detect such timing violations
and evaluate its effectiveness.
Secondly, we identify the increasing contribution of inter-wire coupling capacitance to on-chip bus power [31, 112, 33] as technology scales. Many techniques
have been proposed to reduce bus energy by exploiting the data and address access
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patterns. For example, The Bus-Invert Code [36] toggles the polarity of the signals according to the Hamming distance (the number of differing bits) between two
consecutive data values; The T0 code [37] uses an extra line to indicate whether
the bus is in normal mode or increasing address. However, many techniques to
reduce address bus toggling can not be applied to the instruction bus, since the
bits transferred on the instruction bus are highly irregular. Therefore, very few
research efforts have been applied to reduce the instruction bus energy consumption. Recently Petrov et al. [35] proposed a low power encoding framework for
embedded processor instruction buses, using efficient instruction transformation
so as to minimize the bit transitions on the instruction bus lines.
Various spatial and temporal redundant bus encoding schemes to reduce bus
crosstalk incur extra performance or area penalties. For example, Victor et al. [34]
have proposed self-shielding codes which eliminate the worst case crosstalk. Khan
et al. [31] described a coupled crosstalk and power optimization methodology
for eliminating worst crosstalk and reducing power using spatially redundant LWC
code. However, the bus architecture is changed to accommodate redundant signals
which certainly affect bus performance, area, and power. There have been various
approaches to code compression, including compiler techniques [113], ISA modification (which modifies or customizes the original instruction set architecture),
as well as using existing data compression algorithms [114][115]. We demonstrate
that, by clever encoding, instruction bus power reduction can be achieved as a
by-product of code compression, incurring no extra delay, power, or area overhead
compared to the original code compression mechanism.

5.3

PROBUS - PROactive BUS to Counter Aging

Growing importance of SoC based systems in real time systems are depicted by
their increased use in real time systems like wireless LANs, etc [116]. Such commercial products highly champion smaller feature sizes and increased integration
in SoC systems due to associated performance and economic benefits. Such an
increased integration of IP components requires a support for heavy on-chip com-
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munication. Consequently, the criticality of the on-chip communication system
increase in SoC architectures necessitating an increased focus on their reliability.
Particularly, in the regime of sub-100nm technologies the reliability of such communication systems becomes quite significant due to the growing concerns of not
only transient faults, and permanent failures but also progressive aging mechanisms [117]. Many progressive gate oxide failure mechanisms like Negative Bias
Temperature Instability (NBTI) in PMOS, Hot Carrier Effects (HCE) in NMOS,
gate oxide Soft Breakdown (SBD), and Electron Migration (EM) in on-chip interconnects may lead to timing failures in systems [118].

Figure 5.1. NBTI and HCE aware circuit aging simulation setup

ONCAPT (circuit aging prediction tool explained in Chapter 2) is used to track
the combined effect of NBTI and HCE in AMBA excluding the variation sources
from process and NBTI in this study as shown in Figure 5.1. Using our reliability
analysis framework, we demonstrate the importance of combined NBTI and HCE
analysis in comparison to isolated analysis. Bus reliability has been previously
studied from the perspective of transient errors [108, 109]. However, to the best
of our knowledge this is the first aging analysis performed for bus systems. In this
regard, an important issue in countering BUS aging is the dynamic detection of the
degradation and adaptation during real time operation. We assess hardware based
approaches to detect such timing violations and evaluate its effectiveness. The
age detection scheme presented by us uses the razor latches proposed by Ernst
et al. [22]. We use the age trigger mechanism to provide dynamically adapting
modified BUS architecture called, PROactive BUS (PROBUS), which proves to
be resilient to timing errors and maintains functional correctness with minimal
penalty.
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5.3.1

Hot Carrier Effect Versus NBTI in Digital Circuits

The HCE model used in this work follows a Isub based aging prediction due to hot
electrons following a lucky electron model [39]. The time dependent HCE induced
∆Vt stress is given in Equation 5.1 [39].
∆Vt HCE = A ∗

Id (t)
∗
W ∗H



Isub (t)
Id (t)

3

∗t

!0.5

(5.1)

,where t is the stress time, Id is drain current, Isub is substrate current, W is the
NMOS transistor width, H, and A are technology dependent parameters.
With technology scaling the Isub model fails to capture HCE due to the contamination of the Isub values with leakage components showing anamolously high
stress predictions. We have chosen 65nm technology in this study [53] where Isub
based model works and hence the choice of the model does not affect the conclusion
that is obatined through the proposed aging analysis framework. Figure 5.2 shows
the instantaneous HCE stress (note that the HCE induced instantaneous stress is
calculated by monitoring the substrate current resulting from impact ionization
[39]) induced by a rising transition on the NMOS gate input of an inverter circuit.

Figure 5.2. HCE induced hot electrons indirectly measured through Isub current [39]

NBTI is a vertical gate-oxide field induced damage and HCE is predominantly
lateral source-to-drain field induced damage in the presence of carriers in the chan-
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nel. Hence AC NBTI depends on the PMOS gate voltage ON time, while the HCE
depends on the total transition time of NMOS. Increasing lateral field due to exponential gate length scaling and diminishing supply voltage scaling coupled with
increasing clock frequency (that leads to increased NMOS transitions) results in
increased AC HCE as technology scales. To demonstrate the technology scaling
effect on HCE and NBTI, a ring oscillator is simulated across five generations of
the technology as shown in Figure 5.3 and the corresponding stress induced NMOS
and PMOS ∆Vt are plotted at the end of 10 years. One can observe that the HCE
is emerging as a competent aging phenomenon as technology scales, more so when
the temperature of the chip are lesser as HCE has poor temperature dependence
(Equation 5.1) compared with the exponential temperature dependence of NBTI
(Equation 2.5). Its worth noting that the older technology had comparable HCE
with NBTI induced stress (Figure 5.3 shows an increase in HCE in comparison
with NBTI for older technology). Higher supply voltage in the older technology
coupled with the higher voltage acceleration of HCE compared with NBTI resulted in dominance of HCE in the older technology. Additionally HCE has a
higher power-law relation with time (=0.5 from Equation 5.1) compared to NBTI
(=0.166 from Equation 2.5). In other words, the ratio of HCE induced NMOS
∆Vt HCE versus NBTI induced PMOS ∆Vt N BT I increases with stress time [6].
Figure 5.3 shows a higher HCE ratio in comparison with NBTI at 10yrs than at
0.1yrs. Hence the rationale in including the HCE model into the CAPT along with
NBTI for analyzing shared bus aging in the presence of multiple cores anticipating
higher acitivity induced HCE.
Given the RTL description of the circuits as input to our tool, a set of commercial (Synopsis Design Compiler and Primetime [119]) and academic design tools
(EDIF2BLIF and ACE [120]) are used to generate the internal switching probability of devices in a circuit. The obtained static and transition probabilities
are used to compute the Vt degradation for each transistors using the underlying
device degradation models for HCE and NBTI explained earlier. The extracted
aging induced Vt shift is back-annotated into the standard cell spice netlist (using
DELVTO BSIM4 parameter). The aged standard cell libraries are characterized
(using HSPICE and 65nm BPTM transistor models [53]) to obtain new timing
models that are used in calculating the aged circuit critical path delay (using Syn-
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Figure 5.3. HCE versus NBTI with technology scaling

opsis Primetime Analyzer). For the chosen 65nm technology we have fixed Vdd
at 1.1V, Tox at 1.0nm, PMOS and NMOS Vt at 0.2V and 0.22V respectively,
temperature at 353K, and global wire delay to be 209ps/mm.

5.3.2

Aging in AMBA AHB Bus

A typical shared bus system has four main components governing the delay of the
bus system, namely, arbiter to decide the bus master, decoder unit for address
decoding, multiplexers for acting as control switches and large number of link
buffers. Figure 5.4 depicts the architecture of one such commercial bus standard,
AMBA AHB [30], which we use to analyze the impact of aging. As depicted
in the Figure 5.4 the basic AMBA AHB bus model has a master slave based
communication with the masters as the processors cores and the memories and
other peripheral devices being the slaves. The bus request cycle from a master
to the slave in such an architecture comprises of the critical path, as compared
to the return path through the address decoding unit. The reason for such an
observation is attributed to the fact that the address decoding is performed during
the request cycle itself. Consequently, we determine the degradation of the arbiter,
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Figure 5.4. AMBA Bus Architecture

the multiplexer and the link buffers in this work to analyze the frequency violations
created by aging. To estimate the degradation of the link buffers we first estimated
the number of repeaters and their respective sizes needed for optimal performance
of the link using buffer model presented in [121]. These buffers were appropriately
modeled in HDL and provided as an input to our degradation analysis tool.
The degradation of a 4-input arbiter driving a multiplexer, the link and the
total critical path is demonstrated in Figure 5.5(a) when operating at a frequency
of 500MHz. The inputs were driven by appropriately sized buffers to simulate
the impact of cores and the static probabilities of the requests from each masters
is set at 0.5. As shown in the Figure 5.5(a), the speed of a 4-master arbiter
tends to fall by 10% over a period of 1 to 5 years for a continuous usage of the
bus. Such a degradation in critical path may lead to slack violations leading to
either system failures or even deadlocks due to inconsistent and false transactions
as demonstrated in [109]. It is important to note that these numbers project the
degradation under continuous operation of the system bus which is quite a realistic
scenario considering the employment of SoC based designs in real time systems,
like wireless LANs, internet routers, etc. Such an observation highly motivates
techniques to either prolong the age of the buses or increase the resilience of the
buses to such timing violations.
Another important observation presented in Figure 5.5(b) is the fact that the
degradation of a circuit is primarily dominated by NBTI degradation as compared
to HCE for 65nm technology node. However, a typical CMOS based critical path
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 5.5. (a) Degradation of arbiter over a period of time, (b) NBTI/HCE degradation in isolation and the total degradation, and (c)Total degradation due to NBTI/HCE
for 4x1 and 8x1 arbiter bus systems

in a circuit is made of alternating pull-up and pull-down circuits. Since NBTI affects pull-up circuit and HCE affects the pull-down circuit, the critical path delay
obtained from combined analysis will be higher than the separate analysis (Figure 5.5(b)). Hence, it is necessary to analyze the two aging phenomenon together
to obtain delay degradation in all parts of the circuit projecting the importance
of our combined aging analysis framework in this regard. Subsequently, we analyzed the impact of increasing the number of cores on the BUS critical path delay
degradation. Figure 5.5(c), demonstrates the degradation of a single shared bus
connecting 4 and 8 cores connected to the same number of slaves. Increased degradation in shared bus connecting 8 cores compared with 4 cores is due to increased
switching activity (refer Equation 5.3 for switching activity dependence of HCE)
in the bus due to increased number of cores.
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5.3.3

PROBUS Architecture and Results

5.3.3.1

PROBUS Architecture

The concept of PROBUS is based on adaptation of the bus to aging alerts produced
by the aging detection trigger mechanism. Architecture depicting the PROBUS
is demonstrated in Figure 5.6. PROBUS works on the concept of dynamically
changing the protocol of bus transfer to adapt to the degradation of the underlying
circuits due to NBTI/HCE effects. To comprehend the concept of PROBUS a
detailed understanding of commercial bus architectures is quite necessary.

Figure 5.6. Original and PROBUS architectures

Most commercial bus architectures like AMBA, Coreconnect and Wishbone are
burst based architectures. Architecture of a burst based system is shown in Figure
5.6. The burst bit as demonstrated in the figure controls the input to the data and
address bus multiplexer switches, using another multiplexer logic. The burst based
logic is typically embedded in most arbiters of such bus systems. Consequently,
in a burst based communication the arbitration delay degradation will be logically
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masked due to the bus grant provided to the master, in all the burst cycles except
the first cycle. Therefore the errors occurring in the degraded buses will primarily
be during the transfer cycles due to false transfers caused by delayed arbitration.
In-fact, the delayed arbitration would cause the transfers to/from the previous bus
master or some corrupted master due to setup hold violations.
The proposed PROBUS architecture is demonstrated in Figure 5.6. As shown
in the figure an additional multiplexer is used to govern the bus grant. These
inputs to the multiplexer as demonstrated in the figure are the original inputs and
a special grant signal to component called the Dummy master. Dummy master
typically used in most contemporary commercial bus systems for modeling a state
emulating hardware that does not send any request to the bus and when granted
by the arbiter, signals an IDLE transfer. In cases of SPLIT transfers or no bus
requests when all the masters are unable to access the bus, the arbiter signals grant
to the dummy master. Since the degraded bus may not be able to provide the grant
immediately during bus burst switching, the grant to the dummy master acts as
a shield in the first transfer cycle to prevent incorrect transactions. Therefore, to
avoid the timing error explained earlier during the bus handover cycles, we propose
to modify the arbiter to interleave each such hand-overs by a dummy master. A
run time decision is taken to pro-actively switch to dummy master during the
interleaving cycles of the bus. This decision is based on the error signal flagged
by Razor Flip Flops (RFF) on detecting a timing failure that might be caused by
degradation failure. We propose to capture the timing degradations in a critical
path as soon as there is a setup or hold violation by using a Razor Flip Flop
(RFF). Razor Flip Flop based low-power pipeline design techniques which may
dynamically detect and correct circuit timing errors is presented in [22]. A similar
technique may be employed in bus systems, however, instead of using all flip flops
as RFFs we utilize the knowledge of critical path in the bus. Such a concept of
PROBUS may be easily adopted in commercial bus system architectures. Note that
dummy grants during every transfer cycles may suffer from significant unwanted
latency penalties particularly in low burst systems, due to the introduction of idle
cycles more frequently. Therefore such an architecture is not reasonable to start
with, and stands meaningful only to be adopted in a degraded bus system. This
observation is experimentally demonstrated in section 5.3.3.3.
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PROBUS architecture also provides an opportunity to increase the operating
frequency of the bus system. This may be justified by the fact that the PROBUS
system architecture splits the original system critical path to arbiter and the link
delays separately. Note that such an increase in frequencies may be completely
dependent on the bus system design. However, implementation of the frequency
change may once again be triggered by the error flag of the RFFs. Note that
the only overhead of the PROBUS system is obviously the addition of the Razor
latches as explained earlier in the section and an additional 2:1 multiplexer for
each of the arbiters in the system. In multi-arbiter based bus systems like crossbar
based models such a multiplexer is introduced for each arbiter, which however has
a negligible area or delay impact.
5.3.3.2

Frequency Adjustment Scheme

We propose to use a frequency adjustment scheme to prevent timing failures of the
system due to device degradation. The bus system may be slowed down to ensure
that the required timing met even after degradation. The frequency reduction
is triggered only when the system detects the degradation sufficient enough to
cause timing failures. In our case we may use the trigger from the RFF latches
for triggering the frequency scaling. However, such a frequency adjustment scheme
entails an overhead in the form of slowing down the system and hence increasing the
execution time of the applications implemented on it. The impact of the frequency
scaling scheme on the runtime of applications is demonstrated in Section 5.3.3.3.
Hardware costs associated with such frequency adjustment scheme are presented
in [122], where similar Dynamic Frequency Scaling (DFS) is achieved by using
frequency dividers or PLLs (Phase Loop Lock).
5.3.3.3

Results and Discussion

We experimented the proposed schemes in a cycle accurate SoC simulator [123]
having ARM cores communicating using an AMBA based interconnect with slave
memories. The AMBA bus architecture is modeled as PROBUS architecture as
explained in section 5.3.3.1. Six parallel applications are implemented in the bus
system to demonstrate the average execution time penalty of the PROBUS and the
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Frequency Adjustment Scheme (FAS) schemes. Note that we consider the execution time as a metric of evaluation in such systems, since different components are
operated at different frequencies. Figure 5.7 demonstrates the average increase in
the execution time of the applications normalized to the original execution times
for the FAS and PROBUS scheme when operated at normal and upgraded frequencies. The frequency used for the FAS scheme is 75% of the original frequency
which is one of the rated frequencies of AMBA bus. Based on our degradation
studies 75% frequency is sufficiently large for preventing timing failures due to
NBTI/HCE in the bus system. The figure also depicts the results of PROBUS
at two different frequencies, the original and the increased frequency to 1.3X of
original. This new frequency is estimated based upon the new critical path delay of
the PROBUS which changes as explained in section 5.3.3.1. The execution times
in the figure are normalized to a bus originally operated at 250MHz. Average
performance penalty of 26% is observed across the benchmarks for PROBUS and
36% for FAS implementations at 75% of original frequency.
The execution time overhead of the PROBUS scheme prevents the usage of
such a bus system from the beginning. Another important observation is the
fact that a PROBUS operating at a higher frequency provides a faster execution
of the same applications. However, such a design may fail much faster under
degradation due to stringent timing constraint, lower slacks, and increased HCE
effects (due to increased transition activity). Moreover there is no rescue from
such timing failures, if they occur. The average lifetime of faster PROBUS system
was estimated to be 1.12 times lower than the original bus structure under similar
pipeline slack assumptions. We also performed a study of the energy consumption
of the different solutions and the results are shown in figure 5.8. It is evident from
Figure 5.8 that both PROBUS and FAS scheme have minimal energy penalty on
average.
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Figure 5.7. Normalized performance impact of PROBUS architecture versus FAS

Figure 5.8. Normalized energy impact of PROBUS architecture versus FAS

5.4

Crosstalk-Aware Instruction Bus Power Reduction

Code compression techniques have been proposed to mitigate the problem of limited memory resources in embedded systems. As technology scales, reducing onchip bus energy consumption is becoming important for embedded system designers. In this section, we present a crosstalk-aware energy-efficient code compression
scheme, which can reduce inter-wire coupling transition induced instruction bus
energy consumption, without sacrificing compression ratio. The experimental results show that the bus power consumption due to inter-wire coupling transition
alone is reduced by 42-68% and the total bus power consumption is reduced by
55-71% for TMS320C6x benchmarks.

5.4.1

Code Compression Algorithm

The code compression algorithm we used belongs to Variable-to-Fixed (V2F) coding [114]. It is different from Huffman coding or other fixed-to-variable coding in
that it maps variable-length bit sequences into fixed-length bit sequences. In other
words, all codewords are of equal length. This characteristic will be exploited in
Section 4 to help reducing bus crosstalk and power consumption.
In V2F code compression, a Markov probability model is used to exploit the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.9. (a) A 4x4 Markov model. (b) 2-bit coding tree and codebook for state 0
[114].

statistical dependence in the instruction bit stream. A Markov model consists of
a number of states, where each state is connected to two other states: the left
(right) edge with a probability P implies that the next input bit of the instruction
stream has a probability of P to be zero (one). The steps to compress instructions
using a Markov model and variable to fixed coding can be described as a two-pass
scanning of the binary program code:
1. The first pass is to collect statistics and construct codebook. Starting from
initial state 0, if there is a zero (one) in the binary instruction stream, a left (right)
transition is taken, and the next state is reached. By going through the whole
program code, the probability for each transition is gathered. For example, a 4X4
Markov model is shown in Figure 5.9a (in which part of the transition probability
numbers are shown). After the Markov model is constructed, a N-bit coding tree
and the codebook for each state are generated using the method described in [114].
For example, a 2-bit coding tree and the codebook for Markov state 0 is shown in
Figure 5.9b. Each Markov state has its own codebook. Therefore, for an M-state
Markov model using a N-bit codeword, there are totally M codebooks with each
codebook has 2N entries (i.e., 2N codewords). Each codeword can be represented
as [Ci , Wi ], in which Ci (Ci = 1, 2, ..., M ) is one of the codebooks and Wi (Wi =
1, 2, ..., 2N ) is the index for each entry in the codebook. For example, in Figure
5.9b, each entry in codebook 0 for state 0 can be represented as: [0,1]=00 , [0,2]=01,
[0,3]=10, [0,4]=11.
2. The second pass of scanning the program code does the actual compression.
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The instructions are compressed block by block. Starting from the initial state,
the code book for each state is used to perform a table look-up to find a match
for the input bit stream. Each code book entry contains a matching bit sequence
and its corresponding codeword output, as well as the next state. For example, in
Figure 5.9b, when the input bit sequence is 001, a codeword 10 will be produced,
and the next state is 14, hence the compression procedure starts to use the code
book for state 14 and scan the following bit streams.

5.4.2

Crosstalk-Aware Bus Encoding for Power Reduction

After compression, the code transmitted on the instruction bus contains a series of
N-bit codeword ([Ci,Wi]) as shown in Figure 5.10b. For the variable-to-fixed coding
scheme described in Section 5.4.1, the N-bit binary assignment to the codewords
in a codebook can be arbitrary and it doesn’t affect the compression efficiency,
since the codeword length is fixed. The only restriction is that all codewords in
the same codebook should be distinct, i.e., for [Ci ,Wj ] and [Ck ,Wl ], if Ci = Ck , and
Wi 6= Wl , then [Ci ,Wj ] should be different from [Ck ,Wl ]. In this section, we will

describe how to take advantage of this property to reduce the crosstalk and power

consumption on instruction bus. Based on the model given in [112], for an N-bit
bus, the total capacitance on a victim wire at bit position k is given by equation
5.2.


Cs ((1 + λ)∆1 − λ∆2 )dt+11



 C ((1 + λ)∆ − λ∆
s
n
n−1 )dt+1n
Ck (dt , dt+1 ) =

Cs ((1 + 2λ)∆k −




λ(∆k−1 + ∆k+1 ))dt+1k

k=1
k=n

(5.2)

1<k<n

Where Ck is the total capacitance (self and inter-wire coupling) seen by the
victim wire at bit position k of an n bit bus due to the data transition from
dt to dt+1 . Cs is self capacitance, λ = Cc /Cs where Cc is the inter-wire coupling
capacitance, dtx is the polarity of the data dt at bit position x and ∆x = dt+1x −dtx .
Note that λ increases as technology scales and it is estimated to be 1.742 for 250nm

technology and 9.82 for 70nm using interconnect parameters specified in [32] with
dielectric constant of 2.5 and calculated using PTM for interconnect [53].
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Nc -Number of inter-wire coupling transitions on the middle wire
Transition symbols are defined as (↑: 0 → 1), (↓: 1 → 0), (−1 : 1 → 1), (−0 : 0 → 0), (− : −1 or−0 ),
(∗ : anytransition)
Nc
-2
-1
0
1
2
3
4

Transition pattern
(↑, −1 , ↑)
(↑, −1 , −), (−, −1 , ↑)
(−, −, −), (↑, −, ↓), (↓, −1 , ↑), (∗, ↑, ∗), (↑, −0 , −),(−, −0 , ↓)
(↓, −0 , ↓),(↑, −0 , ↑), (−, −0 , ↑),(↑, −0 , −), (↑, ↑, ↑)
(↓, −1 , −),(−, −1 , ↓),(−, ↑, ↑),(↑, ↑, −)
(↓, −1 , ↓),(−, ↑, −),(↓, ↑, ↑),(↑, ↑, ↓)
(↓, ↑, −),(−, ↑, ↓)
(↓, ↑, ↓)

Table 5.1. Inter-wire Coupling transitions on victim line.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.10.
(a) Worst-case crosstalk happening across codeword boundary,
(b)Instruction bus transition

Equation 5.2 can be simplified as Ck = Cs ∗(Ns +λ∗Nc ), in which Nc (Ns ) is the

number of inter-wire coupling (self) transitions. Table 5.1 shows the corresponding

number of inter-wire coupling transitions. It shows that there are seven different
classes of inter-wire coupling transition values based on the transition patterns.
By taking advantage of the freedom to do codeword assignment in the code compression, we can develop heuristics to find the codeword assignment that reduces
the overall power consumption. For example, for a 4-bit codeword assignment, if a
pair of codewords transits to each other a lot, codeword assignment 0000 and 1111
is a better choice than the assignment of 0000 and 1010, since the first assignment
corresponds to four transitions while the second one leads to eight transition as
shown in table 2 (in which λ = 3).
The example above only takes into consideration the bit switching within a
codeword boundary. Since codewords are packed and transmitted on the instruction bus, the crosstalk effect across the codeword boundary has to be taken care of.
For example, in Figure 5.10a maximum number of inter-wire coupling transitions
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of four happens at bit position S1 due to opposing transition in S2 and is not desirable. Therefore, it is necessary to take into account both the codeword transition
on the bus and the codeword adjacency relationship when assigning appropriate
codewords.
By going through the whole compressed program, we can build two graphs,
namely the vertical graph and horizontal graph (V-graph and H-graph). The Vgraph contains vertically adjacent codewords. Vertical adjacency means that the
two compressed codeword occur one after the other in subsequent cycle of bus
transmission. Each edge between two nodes has a weight Ei associated with it, indicating how many times the bus transition happens between these two codewords.
For example, in Figure 5.10b, a transition between codeword [C1, W1] and [C4,
W4] happens and the weight on the edge between these two codewords increases
by 1. The H-graph contains the horizontally adjacent codewords. Horizontal adjacency means that the two compressed codeword occur adjacent to each other in
the same cycle of bus transmission. For example, in Figure 5.10b, codeword [C1,
W1] is to the left of codeword [C2,W2], which increases the weight for the edge
from [C1, W1] to [C2, W2] in H-graph. Figure 5.11a and 5.11b gives a snapshot
of V-graph and H-graph respectively.
For an M-state N-bit code compression algorithm, the possible number of codeword assignment is (2N !)M (because there are M codebooks with each codebook
has 2N entries, and the possible codeword assignment for each codebook is 2N !),
which is a huge search space and it is infeasible to exhaustively try all possibility
and find the optimal one for minimal crosstalk and power. Our goal is to efficiently
find a good codeword assignment such that the overall crosstalk and power consumption on the bus is reduced. The greedy heuristic algorithm we developed is
described as follows:

Greedy algorithm
1. Sort all the edges in V-graph in decreasing order of their weights.

2. Pick a pair of nodes (A and B) which are connected by a vertical edge in the
sorted order. Assign A and B (if not already assigned) with codewords that
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.11. (a) Vertical graph showing the vertical adjacency. (b) Horizontal graph
showing horizontal adjacency.

minimizes bus energy.

3. Then pick the most adjacent node to A on both sides of them. Here, most
adjacent indicates the node that is connected to A through a horizontal edge
of highest weight.

4. Assume that A1 and A2 are the most adjacent ones to the left and right of
A respectively. Then assign last(first) bit of A1(A2) to be equal to first(last)
bit of A.

5. Repeat the steps 2-4 till all the nodes are assigned.

In step 2 of the above algorithm, we choose node A and node B for assignment. We
assign node A to some codeword, say (0000)2 . Now the node A codeword becomes
the head. The codeword assignment for Node B is done using a codeword selection
methodology. This methodology is explained using Table 5.2 for the head value
of node A which is equal to (0000)2 . Table 5.2 shows the total transition (Nt )
incurred in transmitting any of the 16 possible code word after transmitting the
Head (0000)2 . The total transition is calculated based on the expression given in
[3] as follows.
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Nt =

n
X

Nk (dt , dt+1 )

(5.3)

k=1

Where Nt is total transition seen by the n-bit bus, Nk is total transition at bit
position k and is equal to (Ns + λ ∗ Nc ), dt and dt+1 are current data and next data
transmitted on a n-bit bus. Note that Ns and Nc are calculated using equation 5.2

and are used in calculating Nk here.
(Note: λ = 3)
Head=0000
Code Word Total Transition(Nt ) Code Word Total Transition(Nt )
0000
0 + 0λ = 0
0010
1 + 2λ = 7
0001
1 + 1λ = 4
0100
1 + 2λ = 7
1000
1 + 1λ = 4
0110
2 + 2λ = 8
1111
4 + 0λ = 4
1001
2 + 2λ = 8
0011
2 + 1λ = 5
1011
3 + 2λ = 9
1100
2 + 1λ = 5
1101
3 + 2λ = 9
0111
3 + 1λ = 6
0101
2 + 3λ = 11
1110
3 + 1λ = 6
1010
2 + 3λ = 11
Table 5.2. Codeword selection table for 0000

The dynamic bus power calculation is based on the equation 5.4 from [124].
2
Pdyn = 0.5 × Cs × Nt × Vdd
×f

(5.4)

Where Nt is calculated from equation 5.3, Vdd is the supply voltage and f is
the operating clock frequency. The codeword column is sorted based on the total
capacitance Nt seen by a 4-bit bus by transmitting one of the 16 possible code
words after transmitting the head. The algorithm tries to pick the codeword for
B with the topmost value on the codeword column of the Table 5.2. Obviously, if
A and B belong to the same codebook, the first codeword in the codebook is not
available for assignment, since codewords in the same codebook must be distinct.
If the codeword has been assigned to other entries in the same codebook, the next
available codeword in the sorted table will be picked.
Step 2 in the algorithm takes care of the reduction of inter-wire capacitive
coupling between two vertical transitions within a codeword. Steps 3 and 4 take
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care of reducing the worst case inter-wire capacitive coupling that occurs across
codeword boundary as shown in Figure 5.10a. The transition shown in Figure
will lead to worst case inter-wire coupling capacitance in signals S1 and S2. As
explained in step 4 we assign the boundary bits (S1 and S2 in Figure 5.10a) to
be the same, which prevents the worst case inter-wire coupling capacitance in the
boundary bits.

5.4.3

Experiments and Results

In this section, we demonstrate the experimental results by using TMS320C6x
(Texas Instruments DSP VLIW processor) applications. Benchmark applications
are provided by Texas Instrument and compiled using the Code Composer Studio IDE. It has been proved in [114] that by using a 4-bit codeword, the best
compression ratio can be achieved, so we only show experiments using a 4-bit
codeword. To construct the V-graph and H-graph, we use a cycle accurate simulator for TMS320C6x and profile the benchmark applications to capture accurate
bus transition activities.
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Figure 5.12. Percentage contribution of inter-wire coupling transition to total bus
power

The contribution of the inter-wire coupling transitions (λ ∗ Nc ) to the total

power for un-compressed code transmitted on the bus is predominant compared
to the self capacitance as shown in Figure 5.12 and this contribution increases
as λ increases in future technologies. This justifies the importance of bus power
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optimization which takes inter-wire coupling transitions into account. We have
used λ values ranging from two to ten.
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Figure 5.13. Total bus power reduction (percentage) using (a)8x32, (b)32x32 Markov
model

Figure 5.13a and 5.13b shows the decrease in total transitions for our optimized
method applied to 8x32 and 32x32 Markov models respectively, compared to the
uncompressed code. We observe a power reduction of 35-63% for 8x32 Markov
model compared to 55-71% reduction for 32x32 Markov model. In general larger
Markov model extracts more information about the code word transition patterns
and hence code assignment is more effective in reducing the total power. The black
portion shows the power reduction due to decrease in self capacitance and the rest
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due to decrease in inter-wire coupling transitions. The power reduction due to
inter-wire capacitive coupling is 42-68% for 32x32 Markov model and 30-60% for
8x32 Markov model.
The importance of the proposed bus power optimization is further explained by
comparing the optimized bus power with random and worst case code assignment
in Figure 5.14a and 5.14b normalized over the optimized case. The experimental
result shows that inappropriate codeword assignment results in enormously high
bus power consumption compared to optimized code. The random case increases
the bus power to 225% and the worst case to 670%.
Our experimental results show that our encoding scheme is efficient for a wide
range of λ values and its efficiency increases as λ increases as visible from improvement in power reduction in Figure 5.13a and 5.13b. This is due to the fact that
we optimize inter-wire coupling transitions induced power, which becomes a major
portion of total bus power for larger λ in future technologies.
The average compression ratio using a 4-bit codeword are 72% and 68% for 8x32
and 32x32 Markov model, respectively. With intelligent code word assignment
we have achieved bus power reduction (considering the power due to inter-wire
coupling transitions).

5.5

Summary

A comprehensive study of device degradation impact of NBTI and HCE on SoC
bus systems is presented in this work. We demonstrate an average increase in the
critical path delay of the system bus by 10% over a period of 5 yrs, which may
lead to timing failures of the system buses. A PROactve BUS design is presented
by us which dynamically detects such degradation of the system and transforms to
an architecture resilient to such errors at a minimal penalty on performance. We
demonstrate that such a scheme may prove to be more effective as compared to a
simple lowering frequency based approach.
In this work, we also propose an encoding methodology to code- compression
scheme considering inter-wire coupling transitions, such that power consumption
on the instruction bus is reduced. Compared to the original code compression
scheme, we show that a clever encoding scheme can achieve bus power reduction
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.14. (a) Random case. (b) Worst case bus dynamic power increase for TMS
using 32x32 Markov model

(including both self and inter-wire coupling transitions) as a by-product of code
compression thus incurring no extra delay, power, or area overhead compared to
the original code compression mechanism [114]. Experimental results show that,
applying our encoding technique using a variable to fixed code compression scheme,
achieves up to a 71% reduction in power.

Chapter

6

Conclusion & Future Work
In this proposal, I have presented my research in the area of SoC reliability modeling, assessment and improvement as listed below.
• A comprehensive silicon verified ON-the-fly random bias pattern induced

Circuit NBTI/HCE Aging Prediction Tool (ONCAPT) is developed that

can predict NBTI/HCE induced aging for any given random bias patterns
for digital, analog/RF circuit, and SRAM macro.
• Intrinsic NBTI and process variability aware pipeline yield is modeled, as-

sessed and runtime solution to buy back lifetime yield loss is proposed. Studied the radiation sensitivity of asynchronous control circuitry and analyzed
various radiation hardening techniques to reduce circuit SER under power,

performance, and area constraints.
• Manufacturing cost and lifetime yield effective 3D heterogeneous on-chip

cache architecture is proposed to handle poor technology scaling trend be-

low 32nm. A silicon verified compact physical model based cross-technology
alpha and neutron SER prediction framework is developed. Using which
eDRAM versus SRAM SER trends are projected for future technology.
• On-chip bus aging due to NBTI and HCE is analyzed and proposed solution to pro-actively recover the bus operation without any timing failure in
the presence of such aging. Instruction bus code-compression algorithm is
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modified to take care of crosstalk to reduce on-chip bus power without incurring any area, power, or performance overhead compared to the original
code-compressed hardware.
Analog/RF circuits are sensitive even to a minute change in the transistor
parameters like threshold voltage and mobility that are more possible due to the
unexpected random stress bias pattern induced aging observed in these circuits.
I will take up the analysis of such circuits that poses plethora of challenges in
incorporation of multiple reliability mechanisms (PMOS NBTI, PMOS HCE, and
NMOS HCE), and tightly couple it with the circuit level simulation to constantly
track the circuit aging during its operation.
A robust way of dealing with aging in circuits with dynamically changing workloads and the related voltage and temperature conditions is to track their aging at
runtime using a hardware built aging sensor. Many robust aging sensor has been
proposed in the past considering only process variation. But none of the proposed
aging sensor considered the intrinsic variation in NBTI as an additional source
of mismatch affecting the sensor operation. Using the ONCAPT statistical NBTI
aging prediction framework I plan to investigate a statistically robust aging sensor.
Through-Silicon Via (TSV) technology is one of the fastest emerging back-end
technology whose benefits can be borrowed into the front-end as well. Manufacturing 3D ICs will pose many reliability issues in the form of stacking process
yield issues, emergence of new failure modes, thermals, and stress-induced mobility
degradation in devices that are laid close to TSV. I will analyze ways in which 3D
IC technology can be leveraged at the system-level towards solving future front-end
reliability concerns.
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